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ABSTRACT
THE IMPACT OF ACCELERATION IN SECONDARY MATH ON ALL STUDENTS
James Grover

Mathematics is a collection of mental practices, attitudes and tools that humans
have developed in our quest to understand the world (Singh & Brownwell, 2019).
Educators have identified math and reading as the two core subjects that are essential for
academic success. Achievement in math is considered to be the one of the most important
predictors of economic success (Chazan, 2008). Educational leaders have become
increasingly interested in finding the ideal placement for students to gain access to
benchmark math curriculum that opens doors for advancement. In a competitive global
market, educational and political leaders in the United States have continuously analyzed
curriculum and sequencing practices in order to leverage their citizens in a position to be
at the leading edge of achievement and contribution to the world’s economy.
Acceleration is one way, which schools have attempted to gain an advantage (Spielhagen,
2006). Accelerating curriculum often involves compacting concepts and moving through
curriculum at a faster pace than previous practices. Acceleration combines elements of
tracking (and detracking) and equity into the conversation. Systems thinking is an
essential component for school district leaders as they consider the critical initiative of
detracking and accelerating all students that must be well planned with a reasonable
timeline (Burris, 2008). In an effort to identify effective methods for preparing math
students to be future-ready, this study measures the impact of acceleration in 8th grade

Algebra 1. Quantitative methods are used to study the impact of acceleration on student
test scores and the number of advanced math courses students enroll in prior to
graduating from high school. The study also investigates the impact of acceleration on the
diversity that exists in school’s advanced math courses. Finally, the study will determine
how the COVID 19 pandemic altered progress for schools that accelerate all students
compared to schools that do not accelerate.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
The goal of curriculum development is to lay out the structure for the standards,
sequence, and pace of the content to be taught to students. Curriculum must be written at
an age appropriate level that challenges students to be successful while providing support
and enrichment for learners of all achievement levels. Differentiated instruction is
necessary for any curriculum to be successful in order to reach this goal. As one of my
mentors, Kathleen Sapanski once said, you do not get to choose the students that you get.
You teach them all at the level they are at, and help to get them where they need to go.
One of the most important tasks of the educational leader is to design the curriculum and
to cultivate a staff who believes, and shares this vision that all students can be successful.
The eighth grade math curriculum has come under scrutiny in recent years in
United States schools. While the Common Core Learning Standards have been revamped,
eighth grade continues to be a “decision point” for two tracks. The traditional track
maintains students in an 8th grade math course that follows 8th grade standards. These
standards are largely built around a pre-algebra course, which includes an introduction to
functions, linear equations, exponents and roots, systems of equations as well as a cluster
on statistics. The 8th grade course also introduces geometric concepts such as angle
measure, transformations, properties of two and three dimensional shapes, and graphing
points and lines on a coordinate plane. Students who take the 8th grade course will follow
a progression that will enroll them in Algebra when they enter 9th grade and begin their
high school career. Students who are successful on this track will then take Geometry in
10th grade and a more advanced Algebra 2 course in 11th grade. In their final year of
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high school, if students choose to continue taking math (or are required to take an
additional math according to local graduation requirements), they have options for precalculus, statistics, or other remedial courses that are typically deemed non-college level
courses. Along the way, many schools build in additional courses for students who
struggle to stay on the track, and “level down” to a lower track. Occasionally, a dedicated
student may leap out of a low track but this type of mobility is rare once a student enters
their designated track. These tracks are critical in determining the students’ future college
and career readiness, and must not be treated lightly by those in control of the scheduling
process.
In many schools, all students remain in a single track in grades Kindergarten
through sixth. This allows for equitable learning opportunities while maximizing
diversity within each grade level of a given school. Students are likely to be enrolled in
heterogeneous classes while learning from peers that are on both ends of the achievement
spectrum. However, in middle school and high school, tracks begin to form and classes
suddenly become homogenous with learners consisting of similar achievement levels. A
7th grade student who finds math difficult may no longer have the ability to learn
alongside a thriving student who possesses a keen ability to teach the topic. Milou (2019)
considers the responsibility of designing and implementing these pathways to be a
transformative process that requires a system involving a variety of stakeholders. The
process includes:


Institutional leaders and math faculty engaging in discussion and research to
determine the level of awareness and interest, and then learning more about
mathematics pathways as needed;
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Institutional leaders communicating a clear and consistent commitment to
mathematics pathways that connects the work to the institution’s mission; and



Institutional leaders establishing a cross-functional leadership team with a clear
charge and illness of authority. (Milou, 2019, p. 54)
A common pathway which many schools offer, allows students to “skip” 8th

grade math and enroll in Algebra as eighth graders. Students that have been identified as
having potential to be accelerated were likely enrolled in a compacted course in 6th or
7th grade that exposed students to those 8th grade standards that they would otherwise
miss. Students that enroll on this track have a head start toward the most advanced math
courses and will have a chance to attain Calculus prior to high school graduation.
Acceleration is a controversial practice but it has been proven successful in some
instances. For example, in 2016, Logue et. al. randomly assigned 907 college students to
a (a) remedial algebra course, (b) the remedial algebra course with an extra workshop and
(c) a college-level statistics course with a workshop. The students assigned to the most
advanced course passed at a rate of 16 percentage points higher than those assigned to the
remedial algebra course did. This shows that the practice of challenging students with
high expectations can have benefits.
Some schools are now choosing to accelerate all students, thus eliminating the
tracks, while other schools are continuing to only accelerate high achieving students. This
study will focus on the issue of accelerated math curriculum at the secondary level, and
the impact it has on all learners. There is little doubt that high achieving students benefit
from acceleration. However, if low achieving or average achieving students accelerate
and compact critical years of math, what is the likely outcome? Will these students
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eventually decelerate into remedial math courses while suffering with poor grades and
low self-esteem? Milou (2019, p. 55) argues that remedial noncredit algebraic courses
may actually be contributing to college achievement and completion gaps.
The problem is that it is not yet known whether acceleration in 8th grade for
Algebra is beneficial to low-achieving or average-achieving students in performance on
the Algebra exam, nor is it known whether these students will in fact take more advanced
courses (as opposed to more remedial math courses). Finally, it is not yet known if
acceleration for all results in greater equity compared with schools that only accelerate
high achievers. As shown in Figure 1, the sequence of secondary math pathways can get
very confusing. In most schools, tracking still persists. A critical decision is made for
students in 7th grade which could prevent them from attending a four year college. If they
do attend college, they may end up wasting time and money on developmental math
courses. Meanwhile students considered as high achievers advance through the highly
selective elite pathway where they learn in homogenous groups with other gifted
students. The gap begins narrow, but after a few years, it becomes an impossibility to
leap from a low to a high track.
Figure 2 shows a pathway at a school that does not practice tracking. Many
schools are now having this conversation because research has shown that detracking
leads to opportunities that are more equitable. Clearly, this pathway is less confusing.
Eventually students may branch off into specialized courses but that decision is made
when students are much closer to their college years. Figure 3 shows an alternative
detracking model that also utilizes acceleration. Both detracking models provide a
pathway to college-readiness for the majority of students.
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Figure 1
Math Sequence with Tracking

5

Figure 2
Math Sequence at a Non-Accelerated School without Tracking

Figure 3
Math Sequence at an Accelerated School without Tracking

Purpose of the Study
There are vast concerns regarding tracking and equity, as well as on the fate of
career and college readiness that this decision has for students. Therefore, this study will
analyze the effect of acceleration on students at the critical 8th grade level. The purpose
of this study is to compare the models of acceleration for all vs. the two-track model that
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only accelerates high achieving learners. This study will determine if there is a
relationship between acceleration in Algebra 1 and students’ Algebra 1 test scores, and if
there is a relationship between acceleration and enrollment in advanced math courses.
Finally, this study will explore the relationship between these models and the diversity
that exists in schools most advanced math courses.
Theoretical Framework
The theoretical framework that guided this study was Peter Senge’s system
thinking model as well as Michael Fullan’s change theory. The researcher analyzed
differences in leadership attributes and characteristics of schools that lead them to adopt
[and preserve] one model versus the other, and to determine which components of the
system are likely to exhibit change that is conducive to improved student learning.
School systems vary in their hierarchical structure ranging from districts made up of
single buildings to districts made up of hundreds. Fullan describes systems thinking
within each level of an organization as an awareness of how the constituent parts
interrelate, and how the system works over time (Fullan, 2021, p. 34). One part of a
larger school system would include a classroom which requires its own infrastructure to
be sustainable. In the most basic sense, a classroom must consist of a set of principles that
provide quality instruction, safety, and a social environment that provides a place for
developing relationships.
Conceptual Framework
Figure 4 shown below illustrates the conceptual framework that guided this study.
This original diagram designed by the researcher shows the cycle of systems thinking and
curriculum reform that districts experience when defining their school identity. As school
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leaders make decisions, they learn from each action and build knowledge by stacking
these experiences over time. As leaders come and go through the years, often an
operation will remain because it becomes the thread of the overall system. This can work
both positively and negatively when leaders are confronted with pressure to enact an
initiative or preserve a tradition.

Figure 4
Conceptual Framework for Curriculum Reform

Significance of the Study
Milou (2019) argues that with so many students failing higher education math
course each year, and with so many students passing courses that do not prepare them for
their future, we need innovative approaches to fix this dilemma. While subtle changes
occur regularly and transformative changes occur in isolated schools, the current status
quo is failing far too many students. Young people are the source of future success and
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we have not invested enough in these change makers (Fullan, 2021). This study will
inform district leaders of the efficacy of acceleration toward the goals of equity, increased
test scores, and exposure to advanced math courses. With a heightened focus on diversity,
equity, and inclusion, school district leaders can use the findings from this study to
determine if acceleration is in the best interest of preparing all students to be future-ready
and if this reform provides equitable opportunities for students. This study will compare
the traditional model with the acceleration model in different schools to determine if
there is an impact on student test scores. This study will also determine if one model is
more effective in exposing students to a greater number of advanced math courses prior
to graduating high school, which would help those students be college-ready without
wasting time and money on zero-credit remedial college math courses. Finally, this study
is also significant because it bridges the initiatives of acceleration with detracking and
implores educational leaders to take a deep look at its overall system for student success,
and to shift its paradigm if is found to lack inclusivity.
Connection with Social Justice
As NCTM President, Matt Larson wrote in 2016, too many students are leaving
high school unprepared for college or career and unfit for the quantitative skills necessary
to succeed in their personal lives. This study should close gaps in the existing research to
support leaders toward making equitable decisions that benefit not only the students of
their society, but also help to support a growing mission of social justice that is long
overdue in ensuring that every student has access to a high quality math education.
While excellence in mathematics will always be a target, the goal of excellence
often concentrates on developing the best and brightest students. The result is that
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mathematics has become a subject for the elite. Sometimes this focus on excellence
comes at the expense of equity (Mitra, 2018). As a result, students begin to learn from an
early age that they are either math people or non-math people. According to Boaler
(2016), everyone is born with the innate ability to do well in math. Negative experiences
are what lead people to believe that they cannot achieve, and these experiences are often
the construct of a society that views ability on an uneven playing field. As students fall
behind, they are placed into lower tracks for remediation with low quality instruction and
a lack of transparency, which causes segregation. According to an NCTM report in 2018,
these tracks have disproportionately affected minority students. This study hopes to break
up the status quo by justifying that high quality instruction can be given equitably to all
students by removing barriers of a social construct.
Research Questions
1. What is the relationship between students’ Algebra acceleration status and their
performance on the Algebra Regents Exam?
2. What is the relationship between students’ Algebra acceleration status and the number
of advanced math courses enrolled prior to graduating high school?
3. Is there a relationship between school district’s acceleration model and the diversity
that exists in the school’s most advanced math courses?
4. Is there a difference in the pre-pandemic and post-pandemic Algebra 1 exam scores at
an accelerated school or at a non-accelerated school?
The hypotheses that will guide this study are:
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H0a - There will be no difference among accelerated and non-accelerated
students, in the number of advanced math courses that students enroll in prior to
graduating high school.
H1a - There will be a significant difference among accelerated and nonaccelerated students, in the number of advanced math courses that students enroll
in prior to graduating high school.



H0b - There will be no difference among accelerated and non-accelerated students,
in the mean Algebra 1 scores.
H1b - There will be a significant difference among accelerated and non-accelerated
students, in the mean Algebra 1 scores.



Hoc - There will be no difference among accelerated and non-accelerated students,
in diversity among AP Calculus sections.
H1c - There will be a significant difference among accelerated and non-accelerated
students, in diversity among AP Calculus sections.



Hod – There will be no difference in pre-pandemic Algebra 1 scores compared to
mid-pandemic Algebra 1 scores.



H1d – There will be a difference in pre-pandemic Algebra 1 scores compared to
post-pandemic Algebra 1 scores at both the accelerated school and the nonaccelerated school



H2d: There will be a significant difference among pre-pandemic and postpandemic in the mean Algebra 1 scores at the accelerated school only.



H3d: There will be a significant difference among pre-pandemic and postpandemic in the mean Algebra 1 scores at the non-accelerated school only.
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To test these hypotheses, three school districts with similar demographics and
enrollment size will be compared to determine if there is a difference between the
acceleration models. An independent samples t-test will be conducted to compare the
means of Algebra 1 test scores while comparing students that have been accelerated and
students who have not been accelerated. A separate independent samples t-test will be
used to compare the means of the quantity of advanced math courses enrolled prior to
graduation while comparing students that have been accelerated with students who have
not been accelerated.
For the third question, a chi-square test of independence will analyze the
demographics in both district’s highest math courses, AP Calculus, to determine if there
is a difference in the proportion of diversity while comparing students who have been
accelerated with students who have not been accelerated. Finally, for the fourth and final
research question, an ANOVA will compare the means of the pre-pandemic 2019 scores
to determine if there is a difference from the means of the mid-pandemic 2021 scores at
an accelerated school and a non-accelerated school. This same analysis will be run on pre
and post data at a separate school that does not accelerate all students. Results will be
compared to determine if the COVID 19 pandemic had an impact on schools depending
on which Algebra 1 model the school chooses to implement.
Definition of Terms


Acceleration – According to nagc.org, Acceleration occurs when students move
through traditional curriculum at rates faster than typical (Krisel, 2018). Among
the many forms of acceleration are grade-skipping, early entrance to kindergarten
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or college, dual-credit courses such as Advanced Placement and International
Baccalaureate programs and subject-based acceleration (e.g., when a fifth-grade
student takes a middle school math course).


Equity – According to the National Equity Project, educational equity means that
children receive what they need to develop to their full academic and social
potential.



Tracking - The term tracking, according to the National Association of Secondary
School Principals, refers to a method used by many secondary schools to group
students according to their perceived ability, IQ, or achievement levels (nassp.org,
2020). Students are placed in high, middle, or low tracks in an effort to provide
them with a level of curriculum and instruction that is appropriate to their needs.
Figure 2 shows pathways at a school that uses tracking, while Figure 3 shows
pathways at a school that has detracked.



Advanced Math Courses – For the purpose of this study, advanced math courses
shall be identified as courses in which Algebra 2 serves a pre-requisite.
Typically, those advanced math courses include Pre-Calculus, AP Calculus, and
AP Statistics.



Remedial Math Courses – For the purpose of this study, remedial math courses
shall be identified as courses for which no pre-requisite is required in order to be
enrolled. These courses are typically reserved for students in the lower tracks and
often consist of courses such as Consumer Math, Financial Math, and Discreet
Math. These courses are typically designated for students that are not intending to
attend a 4-year college.
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High Achievers – For the purpose of this study, high achievers shall be identified
as students having a grade point average of 90 or higher.



Average Achievers – For the purpose of this study, average achievers shall be
identified as students having a grade point average in the range of 80 – 89.



Low Achievers – For the purpose of this study, low achievers shall be identified as
students having a grade point average that is lower than 79.
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CHAPTER 2
Introduction
This chapter will discuss the findings from the existing literature regarding the
effects of acceleration of secondary students in math. The research reviewed in this
section comes from prominent literature in educational theory, empirical peer-reviewed
journals, books, websites, and state reports on the topic. This chapter begins with two
theoretical frameworks that are relevant to this study. The researcher will also discuss the
merging of these theories and their implications for accelerating students in secondary
mathematics.
Theoretical Framework
Systems Thinking of a Learning Organization
The researcher chose to review the research through the theoretical lens of
systems thinking and professional capital because the decision to accelerate students
toward a more advanced pathway is one that must be weighed heavily by school leaders
and tested by the system which the school has in place. Peter Senge identified five key
learning disciplines of a learning organization that help schools deal with the dilemmas
and pressures in education today (Senge, 2000). Those disciplines are personal mastery,
shared vision, mental models, team learning, and systems thinking.
Personal Mastery deals with the individual learner setting goals for their life while
reflecting on the status of one’s life. By confronting this reality, learners can set the
roadmap for expanding on their capacity to achieve results (Senge, 2000). Shared vision
deals with a focus on a mutual purpose. Schools practice shared vision when
communities come together for a common goal. Schools achieve shared vision by
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forming committees and discussing progress and changes that are necessary to reach that
vision. Organizations that develop a vision statement are communicating a long-term
projection of what their organization stands for. A shared vision should be incorporated
into this statement so that it is a collaboration of numerous stakeholders as opposed to a
belief of the CEO. The vision statement represents the fabric of the organization and the
people it serves. When organizations create a vision statement, it is vital to reflect on it
often as a guide to staying grounded in the core values that are most important. Some
schools will bury their vision statement on a website for the sake of checking off the box,
but fail to live by it. Other schools and organizations will use their vision statement as a
tool that helps to guide critical decision-making. Mental models is the discipline that
focus on the awareness, attitudes, and perceptions of an individual as well as a learning
organization. Mental models is about confronting the biases that exist, and shedding them
in order to reach a diverse population of people and needs. As an individual or an
organization, it is important to recognize mental models because it allows one to be
honest with current realities and boundaries that may be inhibiting progress. Team
learning is about group interaction. Small groups can transform their collective thinking
through dialogue and skillful discussion to achieve common goals (Senge, 2000).
Organizations that recognize the sum is greater than its parts will capitalize on the unique
talents of the group.
Senge’s fifth discipline is systems thinking. A system is any whole that consists of
its parts, which affect each other over time (Senge, 2000.) Examples of whole systems
include the atmosphere, diseases, ecological networks, industries, families and teams.
Systems that are made up of people, such as schools, are interdependent when they have
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common interests. When people consider the forces that influence their actions and
decisions, this awareness can lead to better outcomes. Systems thinking is based on a
growing theory about the behavior of feedback and complexity, and the tendencies of a
system that leads to growth and stability over time (Senge, 2000).
In most schools, leaders spend their days reacting to events that range from
playground incidents, student academic struggles, grieving over a loss, scheduling,
ordering supplies, presenting professional development, substitute coverage etc. Leaders
react to these situations swiftly to resolve the problem and move on to the next task.
Often times, a quick fix may do more harm than good (Senge, 2000). Leaders have
become adept at solving problems but are not spending valuable time on preventing them.
Systems thinking approaches these problems as a component of the structure at large, as
opposed to a series of isolated events. Consider a school’s reaction to an event like an
iceberg. The event that transpires is just the tip, but deep down there are many other
components of the system that are part of the event, which is the crux of the problem. By
only reacting to the most evident concerns, systems remain vulnerable to repeat incidents
while ignoring faulty components that caused the problem. In schools, the system is
composed of alignment of curriculum, standards and assessment, human resources,
facilities, and certification (Mitra, 2018, p. 35). While employment regimes may look to
inhibit the status quo, the most efficient systems are those that emphasize a community of
learners, strategic planning, and improvement cycles.
Systems thinking at its best involves the process of reflecting on the patterns and
trends, systemic structures, and the mental models of the organization. All of these
components affect each other and can result in events that are both positive and negative.
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One example of systems thinking in relation to this study is the reaction of a leader to a
parent appeal to be enrolled in a different course of study. Curriculum leaders and
principals deal with these requests regularly. If the leader reacts swiftly by granting the
transfer without considering the components of the system, there is usually a trickle effect
on others including teachers and other students. Occasionally, these changes also alter the
pace and instructional strategies used as teachers may be required to differentiate
instruction differently than before. In addition, this change effects the classroom layout,
which may not be required to have an extra desk and can influence the ability for group
instruction. The system that goes into this decision include a web of influence such as
social background, peer relations, prior performance, curriculum, and expectations
(Smith 1996). The parents and student are part of this system, as are the former teacher,
potentially new teacher, administration, counselors, as well as numerous peers that will
encounter this particular student. The system also includes the information, the data on
demographics, attendance, enrollment, and the performance data that need to be
considered. The system also likely contains policy that may frustrate stakeholders, but
also may serve as a paper trail to memorialize the event for future reference and the
opportunity to learn. Smith (1996, p. 142) suggests that the system must “disentangle
these separate but contributing influences on mathematics attainment” before the impacts
of the decision can be determined. How a school responds to these appeals will contribute
to the school’s identify while providing a mirror to its vision on equity. As parents
advocate for what they believe to best for their child, the demographics of advanced
classes may begin to skew toward a favored ethnicity.
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A learning organization such as a school is made up of a collection of individual
learners that influence the overall structure and decision making of the organization
(Kim, 1993). When analyzing the decision to make curricular changes in pathways, it
starts with the learning organization. Argyris and Schon (1978) view learning
organizations through a lens of the individual actors whose actions are based on a set of
shared models. They argue that in most organizations, assumptions, traditions and biases
protect the status quo and challenge change. An organization’s memory is influenced by
the leaders of the school that are influenced by their networks as well as from the
feedback gathered from other stakeholders. Therefore, learning by the organization is
circular and consists of something much larger than a collection of individual learners.
According to Senge (2000, p. 19), “if you want to improve a school system, before you
change the rules, look first to the ways that people think and interact together”. As school
leaders change policy, it shifts the orientation in a different direction and leaves a new
fingerprint on the school’s identity that informs future decisions.
One element of a learning organization that has proven to be successful is a
professional learning community which involves teachers and school leaders coming
together to improve the learning conditions in the school. Dufour (2006) presents six
components of a successful PLC:
● A focus on learning
● A collaborative culture stressing learning for all
● Collective inquiry into best practice
● An action orientation (learning by doing)
● A commitment to continuous improvement
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Fullan cautions that many PLC’s are superficial, in that they check off the box
without truly going deep into learning. A PLC is not a fad or the latest innovation; it must
be an ongoing part of the culture of a school that builds capacity. For a system change to
occur on a larger scale, we need schools learning from each other and districts learning
from each other (Fullan, 2006, p. 7). Capacity is built and learning gaps close when
leaders focus on building motivation, reflect on their actions, and are persistent in
creating a shared vision and investing in having these regular conversations with their
staff. Pfeffer and Sutton (2000) emphasize that planning is important but stress that
schools cannot let planning substitute for action. A PLC can meet regularly but without
an action, or something being done, real change will not occur. In the case of
acceleration, a PLC consisting of teachers and administrators should meet regularly to
discuss student progress and share strategies for differentiating instruction to meet those
learners that may be struggling as well as to enrich instruction for those that need to be
challenged.
Review of Related Literature
The following section will review research that is relevant to the study of math
acceleration and the impact it has on students’ scores, enrollment in advanced courses,
and the relationship between accelerated students and the equity that exists in school’s
most advanced math courses. The literature is organized into the following subsections:
Historical Continuum of Math Reform, Evaluation and Change of Curriculum,
Accelerated Curriculum, Tracking and Equity, Alternate Pathways, and Students on the
Margin of Eligibility.
The Continuum of Mathematics Education Reform
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Throughout history, math has been considered a core subject that all students
must learn and grow in their ability. Each year, students are expected to advance their
ability in problem solving, number sense, application, and spatial awareness as they
progress through elementary and secondary grade levels. According to Daro and Asturias
(2019), the learning of math fosters quantitative reasoning skills, which students need in
high school and college, in their career, and in civic life. School districts are expected to
teach the grade level standards, which are decided at the state level, while practicing
autonomy in the sequence, depth, and resources that helps teachers deliver the content to
the students. With the adoption of Common Core, many states elevated the role of
algebra. In recent years, scholars have helped to support student advancement by
rethinking the “arithmetic then algebra” approach that has traditionally been observed in
elementary math curriculum focusing on the basic operations followed by algebra in the
secondary grades. According to Blanton (2016), this strategy has led to widespread
school failure in math and as a result, limited career and economic opportunities.
The continuum of math education is no stranger to change. In a global society,
policy makers are constantly searching for a secret weapon to help advance citizens
toward the top. A plethora of standards that were taught decades ago have gone extinct,
while some have remained as perpetual and others will eventually awake from hiatus.
Less than 25 years ago, trigonometry students flipped through the back of their textbook
in search of the sine, cosine, and tangent values for corresponding degrees and radian.
This antiquated approach is now replaced with a few strokes of the calculator. Surely,
there are mainstay concepts considered pillars of today’s math instruction that will
eventually fade into non-existence. For this reason, educators and learners of math must
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be flexible while encouraging alternate ways to explore the numerous pathways toward
solutions. The following section will provide a glimpse into the history of the most
notable policy that has shaped math curriculum in its current state.
In 1957, the Soviet Union launched a satellite named Sputnik into space, sounding
an alarm indicating that the United States was in fact behind the learning curve and
changes were necessary. As World War II ended, a movement introducing “the new
math” emphasized a push toward developing a technological age (Herrera, 2001) that
would help the United States close that gap. One way that scholars agree can close that
gap is by advancing the field in STEM. Success in math can help to prepare students for a
career in STEM (Green, 2018). In the past half-century, there have been numerous
initiatives that demanded actions be taken to improve mathematical ability for American
students. In 1983, a report titled A Nation at Risk brought awareness to policy makers
with the goal of increasing math proficiency in an effort to compete with other countries
(Gardner, 1983). As a result, educational leaders are tasked with a continuum of
curriculum reform while bridging gaps in learning and supporting students and teachers
toward the goal of increased proficiency. This continuum involves an infinite cycle of
critically examining curriculum and teaching strategies that will never reach a finished
state.
In the 1960’s elementary schools began bolstering elementary curriculum with the
introduction of set theory, and the algebraic properties of distributive, commutative,
associative properties, as well as arithmetic in bases other than ten (Herrara, 2001).
Meanwhile, standardized exams from that era showed an emphasis on comprehension
while shifting slowly away from computation. During this time, a routine was developed
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by math educators that consisted of starting a lesson by reviewing the previous day’s
answers, modelling and lecture of new content by the teacher, followed by a new set of
problems for the day while the teacher roamed the room checking for understanding
(Welch, 1978).
Another reform was launched in 1989 when the National Council for Teachers of
Mathematics (NCTM) published Curriculum and Evaluation Standards for School
Mathematics, which focused more on pedagogy. The report, which was a collaboration of
elementary and secondary educators, called for an overhaul of math curriculum due to a
perceived deficit in comparison to the technological and economic standing of the United
States compared to other countries (Herrara, 2001). The report recommended an increase
in mathematical literacy for all students regardless of ability and past performance
(NCTM, 1998). A National Research Council project of 1989 agreed when it stated that a
lack of mathematical power may result in students being unprepared for tomorrow’s jobs;
“in fact many are not even prepared for today’s jobs” (NRC, 1989). Studies such as the
Second International Mathematics Study (SIMS) indicated that the United States was far
behind in several areas. This reform featured a shift toward statistics and mathematical
modeling, connections of math to the real world, reasoning and communication.
Meanwhile elementary mathematics called for a deeper understanding of geometry,
patterns, and statistics in addition to the traditional focus on arithmetic. The Pedagogy
that was featured in this report focused on students learning actively through discovery,
the use of technology such as graphing calculators, group work, student writing, and
student-centered learning (NCTM, 1989).
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In the United States, each of the states are ultimately responsible for setting the
standards that are to be taught at each grade level. This phenomenon of government
involvement at the state level is in minority compared to the participating countries
included in TIMSS data. The majority of participating countries in TIMSS (Trends in
Mathematics and Science Study) have a national curriculum. It should also be noted that
in the United States, students spend more time in math and science class than students do
in Germany and Japan (Greene, 2000). Other noteworthy comparisons include the fact
that more homework is given and more class time is spent discussing it in the United
States compared to other countries, and while ability grouping is still rampant in the
United States beginning in middle school, Japan has no ability grouping until after grade
ten (Greene, 2000). One way that educational leaders have responded to these challenges
is by creating accelerated pathways, specifically with Algebra 1, which is viewed as a
gatekeeper to advanced math courses as well as science courses. In 2000 TIMSS reported
that “8th grade math curriculum in the U.S. seems comparable to the average 7th grade
curriculum for other participating countries, putting U.S. students a full year behind their
global counterparts at age thirteen” (Greene, Herman, & Haury, 2000, p. 2). Spielhagen
(2006) recommends that offering Algebra in 8th grade to all students could be a major
step in the direction of closing this gap. Blanton’s (2015) research indicates that many
states have elevated the role of algebra. However, she points out that a dramatic shift may
leave students “potentially vulnerable to failure in the absence of algebra instruction that
can address new learning goals” (Blanton, 2015, p. 41).
In the 1980’s, New York’s Board of Regents replaced shifted the topics from the
three-year sequence of algebra, geometry, and trigonometry with a new series labeled as
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Sequential Mathematics I, II, and III. The state also designed new standardized Regents
exams to measure student learning in each of these courses. Regents exams in New York
have been around since 1866 in Algebra, but started reflecting the standards being taught
in the 1970’s. During the era of Sequential I, II, and III, districts began offering
acceleration as an option for school’s highest achievers as an opportunity in 8th grade.
However, as Burris points out, only 11% of African American students and 15% of
Latino students were accelerated, which is low compared to 50% of white and Asian
population (Burris, 2008). The 3 part sequence was phased out in 2003 in favor of Math
A and Math B which took the content from sequential I, II, and III and filtered the
material into two courses, which took between one and one and a half years to complete
for each course. New York State offered exams in Math A and Math B from 1998
through 2010. The New York Department of Education provided some overlap to these
courses to allow a phase-in period.
In 2002, the Bush administration passed the No Child Left Behind Act.This act
required schools to demonstrate adequate yearly progress toward the goal of universal
achievement of the standards set by each of the states (Rose, 2004). Schools that did not
meet this target of adequate yearly progress (AYP) risked loss of federal funding and
termination of staff. Another major focus of this act was that it called for the breakdown
in reporting of test scores by specific ethnicities. This helped to provide transparency
while setting a precedence of a shift toward zero tolerance for disproportionate
achievement gaps by ethnicity. According to Rose (2004), this attribute of NCLB is its
greatest strength, as it forced educators to confront disparate student achievement. A
major flaw however with the NCLB was the target goal of 100% proficiency within a
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twelve-year window. This impractical goal set districts up for immediate failure, while
placing additional barriers for districts with the most diversity. By 2015, bipartisan
criticism forced NCLB to be abandoned and it was replaced by the Every Student
Succeeds Act (ESSA). This law preserved the requirement of annual standardized testing
in grades three through eight but modified NCLB by empowering individual states to
determine the standards, as well as the consequences for low-performing districts.
In 2005, New York’s board of regents replaced the two-course model of Math A
and Math B with Integrated Algebra, Geometry, and a hybrid course called Algebra
II/Trigonometry, which are similar to the sequence of courses that New York had
eliminated previously in 1980. In 2014, those three courses and their respective regents
exams were revamped with the adoption of the Common Core Learning Standards which
attempted to give the United States more consistency across the country. Kaput (2017)
proposed that the domains of algebra involve (a) making and not expressing
generalizations in increasingly formal and conventional symbol system and (b) reasoning
with symbolic forms. The recommendation of Kaput (2017, p. 11) was that these
practices be stretched across the following strands:
1. Algebra as the study of structures and systems abstracted from computations
and relations, including those arising in arithmetic and quantitative reasoning.
2. Algebra as the study of functions, relations, and joint variation.
3. Algebra as the application of a cluster of modeling language both inside and
outside of mathematics.
It should be noted that in 2020, the New York state regents exams were cancelled
due the COVID-19 pandemic to accommodate for the fact that most or all learners were
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in a remote setting, however the Algebra I Regents Exam resurfaced in June of 2021
although students were granted an exemption due to difficulties with remote learning
during the pandemic. Educators across the world have reported that students experienced
a gap in learning due to these difficulties. Julie Aguirre in a 2022 webinar hosted by
NCTM, urged educators to reframe the phrase learning loss and to stop using deficit
language such as my students this year are very low or my students cannot solve two-step
equations. Instead, educator should focus on students’ strengths and areas for growth
while identifying where students are now, and what can be done to help support students
obtain a positive math experience. The curriculum should also reflect students so they
may relate to learning and see themselves in the content. This can be achieved only when
educators see curriculum as more than just a textbook, but one that features justicefocused community math projects built around a holistic system that includes many
measures of student success.
Systemic Evaluation and Change of Curriculum
Jasparro (1998) stated that a systemic approach to change could not be effective
by merely tinkering with the current system, as it will not meet the demands of the
information age. Senge’s system thinking models may be required as educational leaders
become overwhelmed by the complexity of change (Jasparro, 1998). Systems thinking
strategies may benefit schools when implementing changes to the structure of curriculum.
Fullan (1993) claims that a flaw in education is the creation of too many innovation
mandates that are adopted in a fragmented manner superficially. Senge’s model requires
a coordinated approach that focuses simultaneous efforts on organization, curriculum,
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instruction, assessment, and professional development (Jasparro, 1998). Figure 1
demonstrates the circular nature of the curriculum improvement process.
In this model, educational leaders involve teachers in a planning process that
involves planning, development, implementation, and evaluation. The cycle continues
throughout the school year with critical questioning and analysis from all stakeholders in
order for curriculum improvement to be achieved productively. Jasparro (1998) states
that the evaluation process must involve reflection that goes deeper than standardized or
teacher-made tests. While this is an important component, educators must also evaluate
the quality of instruction taking place. To accomplish this, Jasparro (1998) devised a plan
for evaluating systemic curriculum that involved asking the following questions:
1. Is the curriculum design one of quality?
2. Is the curriculum being implemented as designed?
3. Are students mastering the key learner outcomes identified in the implemented
curriculum?
4. Is the curriculum effective in accomplishing the overall goals, mission, and vision
of the district?
By asking these questions of all stakeholders, the team can determine the level of
rigor and research based evidence that supports the curriculum and the students' learning
outcomes. This allows for strengths and weaknesses to be identified, as well as to
distinguish if there are gaps in the written curriculum and what is actually being taught in
the classroom. Performance data from students is also a critical element to determining
the effectiveness of the curriculum design.
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Fullan believes that change theory can be a powerful tool if the leaders have a
deep knowledge of the dynamics and factors and how they operate to get results (Fullan,
2006). Too often, instructional goals are set in terms of student outcomes and reaching
specific achievement levels, rather than focusing on instructional quality. What the
schools are actually doing to support these goals is paramount. According to a TIMSS
report in 2000, the United States education system was found to focus more on teaching
students to obtain answers, while teachers in other countries are more focused on helping
students understand the content (Greene, 2000). This mentality is powerful for students
because it takes pressure off learning when there is no fear of failure. Overly focusing on
getting questions right vs. wrong in an everyday class setting can be intimidating and
presents a threatening learning environment. Students that are focused on discovery of
learning and feel free to take risks will make deeper connections to the concepts.
In 2008, Carol Burris conducted a study to determine the effectiveness of
accelerated math curriculum on student achievement. The school district that Burris
(2008) utilized an exemplary multiyear plan as part of their system to eliminate tracking.
The district also instituted changes in the learning conditions and teaching conditions that
leaders deemed necessary for success. Those included revising the curriculum in grades
six through eight, alternate day support classes known as math workshops to assist
struggling learners, common prep periods for teachers to collaborate, integration of
calculators, and a restructured teaching schedule consisting of four accelerated classes
and two workshop classes for each teacher (Burris, 2008). The superintendent and
leadership team were cohesive in the design of this model that emphasized heterogeneous
grouping, high expectations for all, and math workshops that enabled all learners to be
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successful without reducing the achievement of high achievers due to a slower pace. This
structure resulted in all students of the cohort meeting or exceeding the graduation
standard while 52% of students scored at the mastery level and a median score of 86% on
the Sequential Math I exam as 8th graders.
The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, whose mission statement
states that it advocates for high-quality mathematics teaching and learning for every
student, in a 2018 report shared key recommendations for catalyzing change in school
math. Figure 5 below shows these key recommendations (NCTM, 2018).
Figure 5
NCTM’s 2018 Recommendations for Catalyzing Changes in Math
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Accelerated Curriculum
Accelerating students toward a more advanced curriculum is a practice that
involves school district leaders making shifts in curriculum to prepare students for
exposure to more rigorous coursework at an earlier age, which can lead to higher
achievement. According to Daro and Asturias (2019), college admissions offices view
calculus as an indicator of achievement. Algebra is often seen as the prerequisite to
higher-level math courses such as calculus and statistics, and educational leaders have
experimented by changing the entry point for students to be exposed to Algebra.
Proponents of acceleration will point out the many potential benefits for students, which
include a head start toward advanced math coursework, and the positioning to enter
college with advanced placement (AP) collegiate level credits that may give such
students an advantage while applying to universities compared to peers that did not have
the opportunity to enroll in such courses. The National Association for Gifted Children
President, Sally Krisel (2018) argues that gifted students need and deserve appropriate
levels of challenge and stimulation. She goes onto say that “far too often children
experience low expectations in their classroom, and are forced to endure repetitive work
with content they have already mastered” (Krisel, 2018). Accelerating students by
advancing them an entire grade level or in specific subjects could help high achievers
graduate while accessing college level material. In addition, an investment in preparation
for students to attain meaningful math knowledge prior to entering college is beneficial to
college institutions as well. When students enter college without basic math skills,
colleges are forced to invest substantial resources into remedial education programs
(Hoyt, 1999). Kolhoff (2020) suggests that perhaps the reason why students are entering
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college without these skills is that the most important years for developing math fluency
are being rushed:
Act.org surveyed college professors of first year credit bearing courses to
determine which topics were pre-requisites for success in college mathematics.
The vast majority of the top 20 topics listed are now taught in grades six through
nine. These critical topics must not be rushed, but taught to mastery to ensure the
success for all of our students, regardless of their life path. (Kolhoff, 2020)
When acceleration is not offered to every student, there are numerous components
of the system analyzed to determine which students are selected for acceleration and
which students remain. Faulkner argues that this practice of separating children and
ranking them as being worthy of a certain kind of education is not only historical, but
also a present-day reality in this country (Berry, 2019). Acceleration in math is also a
concern for scholars who worry that critical components are rushed or skipped altogether,
when acceleration occurs. The NCTM (2016) warns against the race to algebra (and the
race to calculus) and urges that mathematics should be thought of us a journey, not a race.
In 1992, a study conducted by Mason, Schroeter, Combs and Washington
explored the effect of acceleration on average achievers. Their findings determined that
achievement in average achieving students who experienced acceleration was greater
than their counterparts that were not accelerated. Furthermore, they determined that
students who were accelerated into a higher track enrolled in more advanced math
courses than those students that were in lower tracks (Mason, et. al. 1992). These findings
suggest that the track a student is placed into as early as middle school may predetermine
the math course(s) that they take prior to graduation which can affect their admissions
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into college, and ultimately decide the fate of their career path. Despite all of these
reports and research, many schools still implement tracks to avoid restructuring programs
and schedules and therefore tracking systems that exist today look strikingly similar to
the tracking systems that existed generations ago. It is no wonder that educated parents
advocate for their children to be in the highest track available even if their test scores
indicate they are not ready.
A 1996 study indicated that students in a college preparatory track have a much
greater advantage in terms of math preparation than students in a general math track
(White et al., 1996). A narrow academic curricular pathway that emphasizes simplicity
was found to be more beneficial for students compared to a diverse set of course
offerings (Lee, Croninger, and Smith, 1997). Hoyt (1999) found that students who take
courses that are more advanced in high school with higher ACT scores and higher
placement scores are less likely to take remedial courses at college. The accelerated
pathway has been proven to help high achieving students become exposed to more
advanced courses, but even for low-achieving and average-achieving students, the
benefits may outweigh the risks. If school districts accelerate all students, they devise a
single-track system that provides the greatest level of equity possible for all students.
Low achieving students will have the opportunity to learn from high achieving students,
thus lowering the achievement gap. The gap that exists today may be more of a
curriculum gap as opposed to a learning gap, and those gaps may be explained by
tracking more than it has to do with student achievement. Achievement gaps widen when
school institute multiple tracks containing rigorous curriculum for high achievers and
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remedial courses for low achievers. Burris (2008) argues that schools should raise
expectations for all students by “leveling them up”.
Burris (2008) researched the effects of accelerated math curriculum in
heterogeneously grouped middle school classes. Burris worked on the hypothesis that a
school with an accelerated and enriched curricula is the school’s best program, but that it
should not be reserved for only its highest achievers (Burris, 2008). She explored the
benefits of offering it to all students. According to a U.S Department of Education study,
the most influential factor in determining successful completion of college is not a
students’ grade point average or socioeconomic status, but rather, the enrollment in
advanced math in high school (Adelman, 1999). Rose & Betts (2004) corroborate this by
reporting a positive relationship between enrollment in advanced math and higher earning
power. This prior research laid the groundwork for Burris to build off to determine if
more students take and pass more math courses at the level of trigonometry and beyond
after experiencing acceleration in 8th grade. She also sought to determine if high
achievers experience a decline in achievement because of being grouped heterogeneously
with low achievers in a detracked learning environment. Burris chose to analyze the data
from a Long Island school district experiencing a detracking initiative. Burris points out
that supporters of tracking believe that low track grouping helps struggling learners catch
up, and that placing these students with high achievers would slow the acquisition of
knowledge for those high achievers (Loveless, 1998). Meanwhile, opponents of tracking
believe that students who enter into a low track remain as low achievers. TIMSS reports
agree that a traditional track of low achieving learners with remedial curriculum will
typically prevent students from experiencing necessary improvement level to make the
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jump out of the designated track (Cogan, 2001). In 2004, TIMSS scholar William
Schmidt proposed that all students take an algebra based course in 8th grade. The
findings of Burris’ study indicated that the percentage of students taking advanced
courses did increase, along with the passing of respective Regents exams, when such
students were universally accelerated.
Not all research agrees that acceleration is beneficial for all students. In 2014,
Dougherty conducted a study specifically on students on the margin of eligibility for
acceleration into Algebra 1. The study utilized a regression to isolate the causal effect of
the acceleration on students who were just eligible and enrolled in accelerated math
compared to students who just missed being eligible for accelerated curriculum
(Dougherty, 2014). The findings indicate that those students who were just eligible for
accelerated math and enrolled experienced a negative effect on their test scores. The
researchers attributed this to being grouped with peers that are more advanced and a
perception by the just eligible students that they are inferior to their counterparts.
Tracking and Equity
Equity has become one of the most polarizing issues that school leaders confront.
Equity is becoming an important conversation that school leaders are having with staff
while challenging their own beliefs and bringing an awareness to the intrinsic biases that
has shaped our country. Equity must be considered in all aspects of the school system
from hiring to curriculum, but one of the most controversial areas where equity is
effected is in tracking. Burris (2008, p.3) stated “in an age of No Child Left Behind”,
ability grouping and tracking remain robustly persistent in schools, even though no other
schooling practice leaves children behind more systematically.” Studies have supported
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that students from underrepresented demographics have less opportunities compared to
students from wealthier backgrounds, and are less likely to reach state’s minimum
threshold for proficiency. Public schools engage in different levels of preparation,
depending on the wealth of the community and the values of its board of education.
Equity is the process that ensures that all of an organization’s procedures and resources
are distributed fairly among all stakeholders. The practice of tracking separates and sorts
learners into groups of high achievers, middle-of-the-road average learners, and low
achievers. Scholars have called tracking into question as a practice that may not provide
all students with equitable experiences to attain the same levels of knowledge. Daro and
Asturias (2019) report that tracking in math can contribute to negative experiences and
math anxiety. Their report also explains that since not all students have an opportunity to
be accelerated, that acceleration operates as a form of tracking (Daro and Asturias, 2019,
p. 13). Often times, these tracks are determined by well-intentioned teachers and school
leaders who place students in tracks based on their previous achievement in a prior
course. However, by placing borderline students in a lower track prevents students from
ever attempting the most rigorous curriculum, prevents them from attaining advanced
diplomas, and fails to prepare them for college. The most alarming reality of this practice
is that a decision made for a sixth grade student could impact their ability to be admitted
to college. The NCTM currently advocates a discontinuation of tracking into dead-end
courses. Tracking leads to segregation, low quality instructional experiences, and a
disproportionate impact on minority students.
A YouTube video posted in 2015 shows Professor John Hattie of University of
Melbourne eloquently describing the problem with tracking. He begins the video by
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explaining that the effect size involved with tracking is nearly zero, and therefore
tracking is not actually solving any educational issues. The problem with tracking is the
expectation that it communicates to students (Hattie, 2015). In addition, teachers will
only teach the material that is relevant to that track so it can be extremely difficult for a
student in a lower track to ever ascend out of the track since they have not been exposed
to the necessary material. However, the biggest issue according to Hattie (2015) with
tracking is equity. There is a high probability that the students from minority are in the
lower track; how can we justify and defend this apartheid in our schools (Hattie, 2015)?”
Hattie does explain that detracking is complex but the reward is that educators will have
the same high expectations for all kids. Faulkner (2021) describes tracking in math as a
hierarchy of capabilities that sets different expectations and has morphed into an accepted
norm in the modern day. “Separate but equal becomes tracking. Tracking becomes
differentiation. Differentiation justifies separation” (Faulkner, 2021, p. 3). Society has
normalized tracking but after decades of tinkering with pedagogy and focusing on how to
repopulate the levels of math achievement in an effort to catch up to other countries,
perhaps it is time to consider an end the normalized habit of tracking.
Many schools will attach a low achieving track with a double period, often
labeled a “lab”. Many educators believe that by stretching the curriculum and providing
instruction at a slower pace, it gives students more chances to “catch up” and be
successful. The reality is that often these extra periods lack quality instruction, lower
student self-esteem, and result in excessive time spent on managing behaviors of
students. Meanwhile, students who have been labeled with a stigma of low achieving are
rewarded with an extra period of math, which is a subject that some students learn to
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despise. While skeptics warn that a single track will slow down high achievers and leave
low achievers behind, one school district on Long Island has data that disagrees. In
Rockville Centre School District on Long Island, New York, research from 2004 stated
that after detracking and accelerating all students in Algebra 1, the district reported an
improvement in Regents diploma rates (94%) as well as an increase in the number of
students graduating with an International Baccalaureate Degree (30%) (Burris, 2008). By
creating heterogeneous classes, struggling students begin to see that “smart kids” do not
always have the answers and can use productive struggle to pause and think. These
strategies begin to “rub off” on others while gradually raising the bar for everyone.
According to Mallery and Mallery (1999), the practice of tracking dates back to
the 1920’s after educators were armed with scientific IQ testing data, and used it to rank
students according to their ability. It began as an effort to prepare students for their
careers and lifestyles and still exists widely in the current day. Mallery and Mallery
(1999) stated that ability grouping as practiced today is detrimental to the nation’s
educational system. Mallery and Mallery goes further to equate tracking with a racial
imbalance that is used as a means of segregating student populations regardless of ability
(Sadovnik, 1992). In the 1955 Brown versus the Board of Education court case, schools
were mandated to desegregate schools by neighborhood lines in an effort to increase
diversity. However, Mallery and Mallery suggests that schools used tracking as a
loophole to legally maintain levels of segregation despite the landmark ruling. Cogan
(2001) cited the work of Guiton & Oakes (1995) when he expressed that the common
U.S. practice of ability tracking of students is in contrast with our nation’s democratic
ideals of equal access to educational opportunities. Experts argue that tracking by ability
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excludes students from high ability classes and prevents students from achieving
motivation and achievement necessary for success. Ultimately, those students placed in
the lower tracks are the one’s more likely to drop out of school. Mallery and Mallery
suggest that this could be a result of a lack of funding. In addition, the most qualified and
experienced teachers are typically slated to teach the most advanced courses that neglects
low-track students from ever experiencing the knowledge from the school’s best
educators. Each school district has their own unique way of labeling these groups of
students, but ultimately those labels become a perception that shapes expectations. Many
schools will also make the mistake of confusing behavior with ability. Often times,
schools will place students attention deficits and misbehaviors into the lowest track
regardless of their ability to learn rigorous curriculum. The result of placing these
students into a homogenous classroom is the creation of a class culture that defined by
inattentiveness, misbehavior, and a lack of achievement. Oftentimes students will stay in
their track with little room for maneuvering. Senge (2000, p. 42) discusses that these
biases are still ever-present over one hundred years later:
The assumption of smart and dumb kids is so deeply ingrained in our society that
it is hard to imagine an alternative. However, the alternative is right before us: All
human beings are born with unique gifts. The healthy functioning of any
community depends on its capacity to develop each gift. When we hold a
newborn, we do not see a smart or dumb kid. We see the miracle of life creating
itself. The loss of that awareness is the greatest toll exacted by our prevailing
system of education, in and out of school.
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In 1999, Mallery and Mallery reported that tracking is detrimental to the U.S.
Educational system, but not all agree. Some studies have shown that honors level learners
can be harmed by heterogeneous grouping (Brewer, Rees, & Argys, 1995) and many
traditional educators and parents advocate for the highest track to remain a staple in their
school community. According to Tieso (2003), gifted students deserve stimulation and
require enrichment and collaboration with likeminded peers in an advanced setting in
order to reach their full potential. Few studies have shown the impact of detracking on
high achieving students and the question remains if their achievement declines because of
detracking. Ansolone (2004) states that proponents of tracking view it as a means to
increase society’s efficiency by channeling talent and resources toward the appropriate
pathways. Cogan cited the work of Oakes (1990) and stated, “Schools use tracking under
the assumption that it represents a reasonable, necessary, and efficient organization of
learning to accommodate students’ individual differences” (Cogan, 2001, p. 325).
Those schools that still operate today with tracking would likely back up their
stance by justifying that it helps teachers differentiate while helping students learn at a
pace and learning style that meets their needs, rather than for reasons of intentional
segregation. Cogan’s research (with TIMSS data) utilized regressions and found that
across all schools in the United States, opportunities for more challenging types of
mathematics were all significantly related to the percentage of minority enrollment
indicating that access to algebra differed significantly by locale (Cogan, 2001, p. 330).
A study by Spielhagen in 2006 reported that tracking is not only present, but that
demographics are alarmingly different in those tracks. Spielhagen (2006) observed an
inverse relationship between socioeconomic status and the number of students that were
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in the accelerated track. According to interviews conducted, this relationship is in part a
result of parent pressure. Parents from lower socioeconomic backgrounds are less likely
to challenge the enrollment and track of their child. Meanwhile, parents from higher SES
are more likely to be heavily involved and leaders are more likely to allow appeals from
such parents that inhibit students from jumping tracks to access more advanced
coursework. Spielhagen (2006) reported that in one New York district, Caucasian
students were 1.4 times as likely to be enrolled in Accelerated Algebra in 8th grade while
black students were only .84 times as likely to be enrolled. Thus tracking can also serve
to limit access to social and cultural capital (Hallinan, 1985) as students who remain
stuck in a track have less opportunities to network and create friendships with students
from other tracks. Therefore, tracking shapes those invisible barriers that are seen in
society, prevent diversity, and further segregate cultures.
A study published in 2002 by Yonezawa, Wells & Serna utilized a longitudinal
case study of ten racially and socioeconomically mixed secondary schools who engaged
in a detracking movement from 1992 to 1995. Educators allowed enrollment to courses
by means of freedom of choice. This strategy was intended to create heterogeneous
classes of mixed ability. Ultimately, this strategy was unsuccessful because of hidden
obstacles that preserved a hierarchy and challenged students’ identities. Past experiences
outweighed freedom of choice as students who previously identified as low-track
students decided to maintain their status in their “safe-place” rather than challenge
themselves in more rigorous courses Yonezawa, Wells & Serna, 2002). The result was
that racially and socio-economically segregated classrooms remained. While the practice
of self-selection appears to have its benefits, many districts find that not all parents
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advocate for their children equally. Parents who were raised in affluent families with high
levels of education tend to expect and demand that their children enroll in the most highlevel courses. While rigorous coursework is expected to come with that territory, the
most appealing aspect of enrolling in a high-level course is the optic of being in an elite
placement. Meanwhile, parents of minorities may not receive the same level of
information or encouragement, and were found to be less likely to push their children
toward these opportunities (Yonezawa, Wells & Serna, 2002). Some students choose to
avoid high-level courses because they perceive themselves as weak math students and
prefer to take “easier classes”. The result is that the racial gap, curriculum gap, and
ultimately the achievement gap continued to grow wider.
Smith’s study from 1996 set out to determine if early access to algebra gave
students an advantage in math attainment, and she sorted variables by demographics that
explored equity. Smith compared the means for students who had early access to algebra
compared to students who took algebra in high school. With a series of t-tests, Smith
determined that students who were accelerated in algebra were less likely to come from a
minority group and more likely to come from families with a higher socioeconomic
status. By 8th grade, segregation had occurred in the district that kept students in their
tracks and predetermined their attainment of math. Smith (1996) also utilized an
ANCOVA by considering early access to algebra as the treatment. Smith found that
students who were accelerated took a full year more of advanced math courses during
their senior year than those who were not accelerated. The accelerated students were
more likely to take calculus and had higher senior year achievement scores in math, and
advanced farther than their peers who took algebra in high school (Smith, 1996). These
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findings could be expanded on to determine if the accelerated students also had an
advantage of enrolling in a four-year college, or graduating with career readiness. Also
unclear is whether this policy of acceleration would be beneficial if offered to all
students, or if some would struggle with the pace and rigor of accelerating concepts.
Students on the Margin of Eligibility
A 2014 research study conducted by S. Dougherty and colleagues in Wake
County, North Carolina Public Schools attempted to address the question: Do students
who are just eligible for advancement in mathematics in middle school and who
participate in advanced mathematics lead to improved academic outcomes compared to
students who just miss being eligible for advancement? The WCPSS district is the 15th
largest in the county with a population of over 150,000 students and is both racially and
economically diverse (Dougherty, 2014). Students of the district were assigned unique
identification numbers and tracked from the end of 5th grade when they were assigned a
score to determine if they are eligible for advancement. Students continued to be tracked
in sixth, seventh, and eighth grade in the 2010-11 through 2012-13 school years by
analyzing students’ end of year assessment grades.
In order to be eligible for advancement, students were required to achieve a .70
score on the Algebra 1 EOC examination in 5th grade. Not all of the eligible students
elected to participate in advancement. The researchers employed a regressiondiscontinuity design to isolate the causal effect of the policy on students who were just
eligible and enrolled in advancement (Dougherty, 2014).
The findings of this study indicated a negative impact on the end of grade math
scores for sixth graders that were assigned to the advanced program. Students of color in
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6th grade were adversely affected the most (Dougherty, 2014). The researchers conclude
that students who are on the margin of just eligible are at risk for experiencing a mighty
struggle in the years after the decision point to accelerate. The researchers hypothesized
that this negative impact could be the result of suboptimal match of ability with the
program. The researchers also considered that a self-perception of these students might
have contributed as such students’ mindset was not prepared for the challenge, and that
the students may have perceived themselves as less able than their peers (Dougherty,
2014). One area for further exploration in this study is teacher quality, and the leadership
in the design of the system that adopts advancement.
A study conducted by White, Gamoran, Porter and Smithson in 1996 analyzed the
effects of students being misplaced in an urban high school with a large number of low
achieving students. These track misplacements occurred when low achievers were
misplaced into classrooms with higher achievers. This misplacement could have been the
result of parent pressure, accidental, or were manipulated by teacher recommendations
overriding the guidance. The study found that average achievers, when placed in a
classroom with low achievers experienced only a 2% chance of completing the program,
which consisted of two college prep level math courses in high school. Average achievers
that were placed correctly according to the criteria improved their chances of completing
the program to 23%. Shockingly, those students who were “misplaced” into a classroom
with high achievers experienced a 91% of completing the program. White et al. (1996)
found that accelerating students had profound advantages to students compared to their
peers that were not accelerated.
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While the NCTM urges schools to discontinue tracking in the early grades of high
school, the organization does clarify that upper class students in 11th and 12th grade may
be well served by separate curricular pathways that specialize in student interests as long
as they lead to viable post-secondary options for students.
Alternate Pathways to Math Achievement
While this study will focus on the 8th grade decision point, there are other models
that offer students an opportunity to reach advanced math courses. Blanton (2015)
recommends a gradual and sustained early algebra instruction that spans across
elementary school curriculum. For example, younger students should be introduced to
unknown quantity variables associated with missing value problems (Blanton, 2011).
In 2010, California launched an initiative known as Path2Stats that offered an
open enrollment, non-pre-requisite math program to students that would provide them an
opportunity to take college level statistics in high school. This initiative focused on the
average students that might not excel in calculus but the initiative realized that when
students take remedial math courses, they are less likely to ever complete a college level
math course (Hern, 2012). This initiative was part of the California Acceleration Project,
which offered over 100 sections of the accelerated math and English courses in 2011. It
was a project of the state funded California Community Colleges’ Success Network
(3CSN) (Hern, 2012). Hern also states, “Attrition is high in developmental sequences. As
students fall away at each level, the pool of continuing students gets smaller and smaller
until only a fraction of the original group remains to complete the sequence (2012, p.
61).” The Path2Stats pathway saw an increase of 4.5 times greater in the number of
students completing a college math when compared to the traditional sequence (Hern,
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2012). Perhaps one of the most glaring outcomes of Hern’s study showed that students
who score in the bottom seven percent of the scores are not seeing any gains when they
enroll in a slower sequence. These students are passing the accelerated courses at a rate of
48% compared to 45% pass rates for the non-accelerated courses (Hern, 2012).
In 2013, The Algebra Project was launched by Bob Moses. In a video titled
Nation’s Dirty Secret, Moses highlighted that 70% of college freshman will take a year of
developmental math for which they will receive no college credit. Moses discussed that
since these students are graduating high school on time, they are viewed as proficient and
therefore, this issue is not seen as highly problematic. However, many students will take
up to two years of developmental college math without receiving any college credit
before they eventually drop out of college. These students must be given the opportunity
to obtain that developmental math while in high school, and the Algebra Project helps
those students who fail math in 8th grade or score on the lowest quartile in other
standardized exams. The Algebra Project focuses on working with students to improve
their quantitative literacy so that they may leave high school able to do college math for
college credit.
In 2014, the San Francisco Unified School District began a detracking movement
that interweaves concepts of algebra in elementary grades and focuses on a high quality
8th grade course featuring linear equations and functions. Most importantly, the district
has experienced an increase in diversity in the upper-level math courses (NCTM, 2020).
Huinker (2020) argues that acceleration in the 8th grade is not the ideal model. Her report
details a recommendation that includes common pathways for all students during their
first two to three years of high school math followed by a pathway chosen in 11th or 12th
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grade that correlates with students interests. These courses can include Pre-calculus, AP
Calculus, AP Statistics, Quantitative Literacy, Data Science, Financial Mathematics, and
Mathematical Modeling (Huinker, 2020).
Daro and Asturias (2019) argue that AP Statistics should be viewed as a course of
equal value to AP Calculus. In fact, many would agree that an understanding of statistics
better serves real life careers compared to calculus. AP Statistics is a course that students
can reach without accelerating. Diana Kolhoff also provides a model for math pathways
that schools can consider without the 8th grade decision point. Kolhoff views algebra as a
critical course that sets the foundation for advanced courses and argues that it should not
be rushed, nor should the standards that precede it be compacted. Kolhoff’s innovative
approach involves an acceleration point in 11th grade that merges Algebra 2 with Precalculus, allowing students access to AP Calculus as a 12th grader. Kolhoff (2020) argues
that high quality math instruction takes time:
Students are being asked to solve complex problems and communicate their
thinking at an early age. They must exhibit deep conceptual understanding,
fluency and be able to transfer their learning to new contexts. Meanwhile, they
are also being asked to learn to work collaboratively to solve unstructured
problems, construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others. The
days of relying solely on procedural knowledge to get by are behind us. This
deeper, more robust understanding of what it means to do mathematics takes more
time than the traditional rote instruction of yesterday.
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CHAPTER 3
Introduction
This chapter will contain the methods and procedures used to evaluate the
research questions and hypotheses stated in chapter one. The research design and data
analysis procedures, the reliability and validity of the research design, sample and
procedure, instruments, treatment, procedures for collecting data, and research ethics.
Method and Procedures
Research Questions
1. What is the relationship between students’ Algebra acceleration status and their
performance on the Algebra Regents Exam?
2. What is the relationship between students’ Algebra acceleration status and the number
of advanced math courses enrolled prior to graduating high school?
3. Is there a relationship between school district’s acceleration model and the diversity
that exists in the school’s most advanced math course?
4. Is there a difference in the pre-pandemic and post-pandemic Algebra 1 exam scores at
an accelerated school or at a non-accelerated school?
Research Design and Data Analysis
To test these hypotheses, a between-subjects, quasi-experiment was designed with
two independent variables and two dependent variables.
Independent Variables


Acceleration Status – This categorical variable defines the pathway that the
student was enrolled in during their eighth grade school year. There are two
levels for this variable: Yes and No. Students from the Yes group represent a
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model where all students are accelerated in 8th grade. The No group represents a
group of students who are not all accelerated in 8th grade. Students from the No
group are mostly enrolled in an 8th grade course centered on the 8th grade
standards who will take Algebra in 9th grade. However, there is a select group of
students from the No group that may be part of an honors cohort taking Algebra in
8th grade.


Ethnicity – This categorical variable denotes the ethnicity of each student. The
categories for this variable were Black or African American, White, American
Indian, Asian, Hispanic, and Pacific Islander.



Year – This categorical variable represents the year of the specific Algebra
Regents exam. There are two levels. 2019 represents the June 2019 exam and
2021 represents the June 2021 exam.

Dependent Variables


Score – This continuous variable represents the score, which a student achieved
on the New York State Algebra 1 regents exam from June 2021.



#Advanced – This interval variable represents the number of advanced math
courses that the student enrolled in prior to graduating high school. For the
purpose of this study, advanced math courses were defined as courses in which
Algebra 2 serves a pre-requisite. Those courses include Pre-Calculus, AP
Calculus, and AP Statistics.
The inferential statistics test chosen for this study was the independent samples t-

test, chi-square, and ANOVA. A series of independent samples t-tests were chosen
because the design utilized one categorical independent variables and their impact on a
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dependent variable. Two neighboring school districts with similar demographics and
enrollment size, but altering acceleration models, were utilized to measure the impact of
acceleration. An independent samples t-test was conducted to compare the means of
Algebra 1 test scores while comparing students that have been accelerated and students
who have not been accelerated. A separate independent samples t-test was utilized to
compare the means of the quantity of advanced math courses enrolled prior to graduation
while comparing students that have been accelerated with students who have not been
accelerated. A chi-square test of independence was analyzed with the demographics in
both district’s highest math courses, AP Calculus, to determine if there is a difference in
the proportion of diversity while comparing students who have been accelerated with
students who have not been accelerated. Finally, an ANOVA was conducted to compare
the means of four groups (pre-pandemic non-accelerated, pre-pandemic accelerated, midpandemic non-accelerated, and mid-pandemic accelerated).
Reliability and Validity
The Regents examination in Algebra 1 measures examinee achievement against
the New York state learning standards (nysed.gov, 2017). The department considers
feedback and the exam is prepared by a committee of teachers. The results of the exam
are used formatively to guide instruction and make curricular changes, as well as to
provide stakeholders with achievement information to make educational decisions
regarding individual students. The exam consists of four parts. Part I includes 24 multiple
choice items, each worth 2 credits, with four choices and one correct answer for each
item. Rigor appears randomly on Part I items. Part II, III, and IV consist of student
constructed response questions, and are worth two credits (eight questions), four credits
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(four questions), and six credits (one question) respectively. These items require students
to show their work and explain their thinking and progressively increase in rigor. While
students may allocate their time independently on the exam, it is customary to spend
more time on a part III question than a Part II question, and more time on the Part IV
question than a Part III question. The total raw score consists of 86 points, which are
scaled to represent a percentage out of 100. Students are given a total of three hours to
complete the Regents examination but may leave after two hours if they have completed.
Passing the Algebra 1 regents examination is a requirement for graduation in New York.
Scores for the Regents exams are scaled using pre-equated data between raw and scale
scores that are estimated prior to the construction and administration of the exam
(nysed.gov, 2017). Students who achieve an 85 or greater scaled score are considered to
have achieved “mastery”. For both the June 2019 and June 2021 exams, the raw score of
68 points (out of a total of 86) equated to a scaled score of 85. Figure 6 and Figure 7
below shows the conversion scale from 2019 and June 2021 respectively.
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Figure 6
Conversion Scale for June 2019 Algebra 1 Exam (Nysed.gov, 2019)
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Figure 7
Conversion Scale for June 2021 Algebra 1 Exam (Nysed.gov, 2021)

Scores received on Algebra Regents examinations are categorized into five
performance levels. For the 2019 and 2021 Algebra 1 Regents exams, the performance
levels are illustrated and described in Table 1 below.
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Table 1
Performance Levels of the Algebra 1 Regents Examination
Score
Performance
Level
Range
Level 5
85 – 100
Level 4
Level 3
Level 2

80 – 84
65 – 84
55 – 64

Level 1

0 – 54

Description
Proficiency and Mastery obtained. Exceeds Common Core
expectations.
Meets Expectations. Proficiency obtained.
Partially meets expectations.
Partially meets expectations for Local Diploma purposes.
This category is known as the Safety Net for students with
disabilities.
Does not demonstrate knowledge and skills for Level 2.

Proficiency is defined as a Regents examination score in Level 4 or Level 5. For
the June 2019 Algebra Regents examination, 71% of students statewide were proficient.
For the June 2021 Regents examination, 76% of students statewide were proficient.
The conditional standard error of measurement (CSEM) measures the standard
deviation of the conditional distribution of exam scores. According to the NYSED
Algebra 1 Common Core Technical Report (2017), the relationship between raw and
scale scores tends to be roughly linear from scale scores of 0 to 65, and then concave
down from 65 to 100. This indicates that the scale scores are tracking at a constant ratio
for the lower two-thirds of the scale scores and then are compressed for the remaining
one-third of the range. Figure 8 below shows this relationship:
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Figure 8
Conditional Standard Error of Measurement of Algebra 1 Exams

The content validity of the Regents exam is confirmed according to the Blueprint,
which was provided in the 2016 Technical Report. In the blueprint shown below in Table
2, domains are shown along with their corresponding standard and proportion of
coverage on the exam.
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Table 2
Domains of Algebra 1 Exam
Conceptual

Percent of Test

Category

by Credits

Number &

2% – 8%

Quantity
Algebra

Domains in Algebra 1

The Real Number System (N – RN)
Quantities (N – Q)

50% - 56%

Seeing Structure in Expressions (A – SSE)
Arithmetic with Polynomials and Rational
Expressions (A - APR)
Creating Equations (A - CED)
Reasoning with Equations and Inequalities
(A- REI)

Functions

32% - 38%

Interpreting Functions (F- IF)
Building Functions (F- BF)
Linear, Quadratic, and Exponential Models
(F- LE)

Statistics &
Probability

5% -10%

Interpreting categorical and quantitative data
(S- ID)

Note: Adapted from “Educator Guide to the Regents Examination in Algebra I (Common
Core)”, NYSED. (2013). Educator guide to the Regents Examination in Algebra I . New
York State Testing Program. Retrieved May 13, 2022,
(http://www.nysed.gov/common/nysed/files/programs/state-
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assessment/algebra_i_test_guide-3.pdf) Copyright 2013 by the New York State
Education Department.
The items selected for each Regents exam are put through a thorough process that
includes selecting educators from a diverse set of candidates that are screened for
diversity in gender, ethnicity, geographic region, and teaching experience (nysed.gov, p.
35, 2017). The rigorous process also includes mandatory training for item writers to
ensure consistency and fairness, and the avoidance of any bias or infidelity. Field tests are
administered to samples of the population and utilized to assess potential test items and
identify “anchor” papers, which represent student responses across the range of possible
responses for the constructed-response items (nysed.gov, 2017, p. 38).
After the administration of each exam, teachers must grade the exams in
accordance with a standardized procedure that also ensures the validity of each exam. A
training process takes place at each scoring cite to validate the consistency of reliability
ratings, and consistency in implementing rubrics for awarding the appropriate credit
toward each item.
Two possible reliability risks, which are challenges to the department of
education, include unintended rater bias associated with items and examinee responses
(nysed.gov, 2017, p. 39). This can appear both in severity and leniency as scorers apply
the rubric to a test item. Another caution that scorers must consider is known as the halo
effect, in which a performance (positive or negative) on one portion of a rubric can cause
an inaccuracy on another element. Strict adherence to the rubric is suggested to help
proactively avoid these types of errors.
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Sample and Population
The population considered for this longitudinal study consists of eighth and ninth
grade students in New York. The sample utilized consists of students from three school
districts, Northern Rock School District, Western Star School District, and Southern
Shores School District, located on Long Island. Districts chosen were replaced with
anonymous names to protect the confidentiality of all participants. Participating districts
are similar in demographics, socioeconomic status, and enrollment size. Convenience
sampling was utilized with naturally formed groups from existing classrooms in each
participating school district. This represents a quasi-experiment because individuals were
not randomly assigned (Creswell, 2011).
According to the 2019-2020 data from nysed.gov, Northern Rock district enrolls
approximately 3,500 students with 73% White, 19% Hispanic or Latino, 3% Asian or
Native Hawaiian/Other Pacific Islander, 3% Multiracial, and 2% Black of African
American. English Language Learners represent 2% of the enrollment while 16% are
students with disabilities, and 25% are from economically disadvantaged families.
Southern Shores School District, according to the 2019-2020 data from nysed.gov
enrolls approximately 4,000 students, with 83% white, 12% Hispanic or Latino, 3%
Multiracial, 2% Asian or Native Hawaiian/Other Pacific Islander and 0% Black. English
Language learners represent 1% of the enrollment, while students with disabilities
represent 16%, and 17% are from economically disadvantaged families. Table 3 below
shows the breakdown of participants in the sample. This sample does not include every
student from the total enrollment of each high school. Table 4 shows the demographics
from each participating school.
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Table 3
Participants by School, Year, and Graduation Rate (NYSED, 2022)

School District (SD)
Northern Shores SD
Southern Rock SD
Western Star SD

Participating
Students
399
634
751

2019
Examinees
288
343
698

2021
Examinees
111
291
53

Graduation
Rate
96%
99%
91%

Table 4
Participants’ Ethnicity (NYSED, 2022)

School District (SD)
Northern Shores SD
Southern Rock SD
Western Star SD

Black/African
American
2%
< 1%
5%

Hispanic/ Asian/
Latino
Hawaiian
18%
3%
12%
2%
25%
8%

White
75%
84%
59%

Multiracial
2%
2%
3%

Instruments
The instruments used for this study are the Algebra 1 Regents Exams scores from
June 2021, enrollment data from each district’s infinite campus database, and the
demographics data obtained from Infinite Campus.
The New York State Algebra 1 Regents exam is a standardized exam. This exam
is typically taken as the first in a sequence that students take which includes Algebra 1,
Geometry, and Algebra 2. Passing a minimum of one of these exams is required by New
York for students to be eligible to graduate with a Regents Diploma. Since Algebra 1 is
the first in the sequence, it is seen as the gatekeeper, and thus is considered the one exam
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that students must pass. The passing score on this scaled exam is 65 out of 100. The
exam is traditionally offered in January, June, and August.
The enrollment data instrument utilized involves the researcher analyzing the
transcript for each student and determining the number of advanced math courses taken
prior to graduation. This instrument defined advanced math courses as those courses,
which require Algebra 2 as a pre-requisite. Courses included are Pre-Calculus, Calculus,
and Statistics. Course offerings differ from district to district and some schools may
include additional electives for students. Remedial math courses such as Financial Math
are not considered to be advanced for the purpose of this study.
The ethnicity instrument used for this study involved the researcher analyzing the
ethnicity of each student. According to the demographics listed in the summary of each
student in Infinite Campus, their ethnicity was noted.
Treatments/Interventions
There are no treatments or interventions applied by the researcher for this study.
The school district leaders in accordance with the selection criteria chosen locally by
school administration apply all interventions by choosing curriculum and sequencing that
they feel is in the best interest of their students.
Procedures for Collecting Data
The researcher contacted the Superintendent from both Northern Rock School
District and Southern Shores School district and obtained permission to use archived data
from the June 2019 and June 2021 Algebra Regents exams, and for current 2021-2022
enrollment data which lists the math course that each student is currently enrolled in.
Data from the Algebra 1 regents exams was compiled and imported into an excel
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spreadsheet. Student names and identification numbers were dummy coded internally as
student 1, student 2, etc. Data was organized with variables for school, grade, gender,
ethnicity, acceleration status (Y/N), and score.
For the first research question, SPSS was utilized to compute a series of three ttests to compare the means of Algebra 1 students to determine if there is a relationship
between students’ acceleration status and their score on the Algebra 1 Regents exam. For
the first test, the researcher compared pre-acceleration scores at Southern Shores in 2019
to post-acceleration scores in 2021. The researcher then compared data from Southern
Shores in 2021 when all students were accelerated vs data from Northern Rock that
included non-accelerated data from both 2019 and 2021. The researcher then removed the
2019 data and re-ran the analysis to compare the accelerated 2021 data at Southern
Shores to the non-accelerated 2021 data at Northern Shores. The reason why the
researcher ran three separate t-tests was for a thorough investigation on the effect of
acceleration on student scores that encompassed all variables available.
For the second research question, the researcher analyzed the current group of
high school seniors in both school districts. The researcher gathered data on these 12th
graders and removed all personally identifiable information such as names and
identification numbers. They were coded internally as student 1, student 2, student 3, etc.
Data was organized with variables for school, gender, ethnicity, acceleration status
(Y/N), and the quantity of advanced math courses enrolled. SPSS was utilized to compute
a t-test to compare the means of quantity of advanced math courses enrolled to determine
if there is a relationship between the student’s acceleration status and the number of
advanced math courses enrolled prior to graduation.
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For the third research question, the researcher analyzed the demographics of each
school’s most advanced math course, AP Calculus BC. The researcher gathered data on
these students and removed all personally identifiable information such as names and ID
numbers. They were coded internally as student 1, student 2, student 3, etc. Data was
organized with variables for school, gender, ethnicity, and acceleration status. SPSS was
utilized to compute predictive statistics to compare the diversity from the AP Calculus
BC sections at both schools to determine if the acceleration status affects the diversity in
each school’s most advanced math courses.
For the fourth and final research question, the researcher analyzed pre-pandemic
Algebra 1 scores and the post-pandemic Algebra 1 scores at two different districts.
Northern Shores District data was used to determine the impact of COVID 19 on a
district that does not accelerate all students. East Coast District was used to determine the
impact of COVID 19 on a district that accelerates all students in 8th grade. To measure
the impact, a series of t-tests were conducted to compare the means of pre and post data.
Table 5, shown below illustrates the data and statistical analysis chosen for each
of the research questions.
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Table 5
Research Design and Data Analysis
Research Question
What is the relationship
between students’ Algebra
acceleration status and their
performance on the Algebra
Regents Exam?
What is the relationship
between students’ Algebra
acceleration status and the
number of advanced math
courses enrolled prior to
graduating high school?
Is there a relationship
between school district’s
acceleration model and the
levels of diversity that exist
in advanced math courses?
Is there a difference in the
pre-pandemic and midpandemic Algebra 1 exam
scores, and is that difference
effected by school’s
acceleration status?

Relevant Data
Categorical Variable:
Acceleration status (Yes, No)
Year (2019, 2021)
Numerical Variable:
Score
Categorical Variable:
Acceleration status (Yes, No)

Statistical Analysis
Independent Samples t-tests

Independent Samples t-test

Numerical Variable:
#Advanced
Categorical Variables:
Acceleration status (Yes, No)
Ethnicity (Asian, Black, ,
Hispanic/Latino, Multiracial,
White)
Categorical Variables:
Acceleration status (Yes, No)
Year (2019, 2021)

Chi-Square test of
Independence

One-way independent
samples analysis of
variance (ANOVA)

Numerical Variable:
Score

Research Ethics
IRB application for this study was submitted and approved on March 23, 2022.
Following approval, the researcher contacted superintendents at school districts for
permission to collect data. Participation in this study was made possible by volunteering
school districts, in which the superintendent was contacted and approval was granted to
the researcher. The researcher ensured confidentiality for all participants by replacing the
names of the district with anonymous names and never including any private information
about any students that could be used to identify an individual.
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CHAPTER 4
Introduction
The purpose of this quantitative study was to investigate the differences between
the models of acceleration in secondary math. This study explored whether acceleration
for all students in Algebra 1 in eighth grade would lead to increased test scores, the
ability to enroll in more advanced math courses prior to graduation, and a difference in
the school’s diversity at the most advanced math level. Finally, this study investigated the
effect that COVID had on student’s test scores in Algebra, and whether the pandemic had
a significant impact on acceleration that differed from the traditional pathway. The
researcher analyzed quantitative data from two school districts with similar demographics
and enrollment size. Participants in the study included 1,213 students within two different
suburban school districts on Long Island in New York. Participants were chosen using
convenience sampling.
In this chapter, data are presented and analyzed to answer each of the four
research questions. The data collected by the researcher included a coded student
identification number, school, ethnicity, Algebra 1 exam (2019, 2021, or none), Algebra
1 score, mastery level, current math course, and cohort which indicates students’ year of
graduation (2022, 2023, or 2024). The data was filtered out for each analysis to test for
the desired relationship.
Multiple t-tests were conducted to answer the first two research questions (the
effect of acceleration on test scores and number of courses enrolled). A chi-square test of
independence was conducted to answer the third question (the impact of acceleration on
diversity in advanced math courses), and an ANOVA was utilized to answer the fourth
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research question (the impact of COVID on test scores relative to the different
acceleration models).
The suburban school districts that were chosen were similar in demographics and
enrollment size. Each district’s identity was changed to protect the confidentiality and
privacy of participants. The researcher retrieved data from the participating school
districts from 1036 students. The mean Algebra 1 score for all students was 79.74 (out of
100 possible points on the exam). As described in chapter 3, this represents a scaled
score. This mean score of 79.74 when rounded to the whole number score of 80 equates
to an unscaled raw score of 54 out of 86 points according to both the June 2021 and the
June 2019 Algebra 1 Regents Examination Conversion Chart. Achieving 54 points out of
86 possible points equates to an unscaled 62.7% correctness.
Results/Findings
Research Question 1
What is the relationship between students’ Algebra acceleration status and their
performance on the Algebra Regents Exam?
Hypothesis 1
H0: There will be no difference among accelerated and non-accelerated students,
in the mean Algebra 1 scores.
H1: There will be a significant difference among accelerated and non-accelerated
students, in the mean Algebra 1 scores.
The data analysis began with three separate t-tests designed to answer the first
research question. The rationale for choosing this analysis was that it was appropriate for
a two-group design when the researcher wishes to determine if one group outperforms the
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other group (Privitera, 2018). For the first t-test, the researcher analyzed pre-acceleration
2019 data and post-acceleration 2021 data at Southern Rock School District to compare
the means of Algebra 1 test scores from 636 total students to find significant differences
between the two acceleration models. Prior to conducting the analysis, the data was
screened. No participants were removed. Three hundred forty four students took the
exam in 2019 before the district implemented the acceleration for all initiative. Two
hundred ninety two students took the exam in 2021 after the district initiated acceleration
for all. The assumption test were then conducted. Independence of observations was met
as students were only assigned to one of the two groups. Histograms demonstrated
normality for both groups. The alpha level for the independent samples t-test was .05.
While all groups were normally distributed, variances were not homogenous F(1,
634) = 11.757, p = .001. As shown in table 6, the 2019 non-accelerated group of students
had a higher mean score (M = 79.65, SD = 8.702) than those accelerated students who
took the exam in 2021 (M = 73.89, SD = 11.202). The mean difference of 5.76 among
exam scores was significant t(544.3) = 7.15, p < .001. The significant result had an effect
size of Cohen’s d = .57 which is classified as medium. The null hypothesis is rejected.
Table 6
Pre and Post Acceleration Mean and Standard Deviation
Test

N

Mean

Std. Deviation

Std. Error Mean

2019

344

79.65

8.70

.469

2021

292

73.89

11.20

.656
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The second analysis used the 2019 Algebra 1 Regents Exam. An independent
samples t-test was conducted to explore the differences between the scores at an
accelerate school with a non-accelerated school. An alpha level of 0.05 was utilized.
Descriptive statistics in Table 7. All groups were normally distributed. Prior to
conducting the analysis, the data was screened and no scores were removed. Variances
were not homogenous, F(1, 983) = 5.81, p = .016. A statistically significant difference
was evident between the groups t(641.65) = 5.53, p < .001. Students in the nonaccelerated group (M = 84.67, SD = 8.65) were significantly higher than the students in
the accelerated group (M = 81.11, SD = 10.45). A medium effect size was noted, d = .36.
The null hypothesis is rejected. This indicates that students from a non-accelerated school
tend to outperform their peers from an accelerated school on the Algebra 1 Regents
exam.
Table 7
2019 Acceleration v. Non-Acceleration Statistics
Accel.
No
Yes

N
288
697

Mean
84.67
81.11

Std. Deviation
8.649
10.454

Std. Error Mean
.510
.396

The third t-test used to answer the first research question measured differences in
the means at two different school districts, the accelerated model at Southern Shores and
the non-accelerated model at Northern Rock. Using only the 2021 Algebra 1 Regents
exams, the researcher chose an independent samples t-test to determine if one group
outperformed the other in their mean scores. Two hundred ninety two students took the
exam at Southern Shores (accelerated) and 112 students took the exam at Northern
Shores (non-accelerated). Prior to conducting the analysis, the data was screened and no
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scores were removed. Assumption tests were conducted and normality was observed by
both groups. Variances were homogenous F(1, 402) = 3.845, p >.05. As shown in Table
8, the non-accelerated group had a higher mean (M = 82.58, SD = 10.304) than those
students from the accelerated group (M = 73.89, SD = 11.202). The mean difference of
8.69 was marginally significant, t(402) = -7.406, p = .051, with an effect size of Cohen’s
d = .81 which is classified as large. Using the alpha of 0.05, the null hypothesis is
retained.
Table 8
Accelerated v. Non-Accelerated Regents Scores from 2021
Accel.
Yes
No

N
292
112

Mean
73.89
82.58

Std. Deviation
11.20
10.30

Std. Error Mean
.66
.97

Research Question 2
What is the relationship between students’ Algebra acceleration status and the
number of advanced math courses enrolled prior to graduating high school?
Hypothesis 2
H0: There will be no difference among accelerated and non-accelerated students,
in the number of advanced math courses that students enroll in prior to graduating high
school.
H1: There will be a significant difference among accelerated and non-accelerated
students, in the number of advanced math courses that students enroll in prior to
graduating high school.
The second research question was designed to determine if the acceleration
models made a difference in the students’ number of advanced math courses enrolled
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prior to graduation. There were two groups, accelerated and non-accelerated. An
independent samples t-test was selected to determine if there was a significant difference
in the number of advanced courses based on the acceleration models. The rationale for
choosing this analysis was that it was appropriate for a two-group design when the
researcher wishes to determine if one group outperforms the other (Privitera, 2018, p.
288). Prior to running the analysis, data was screened, and no participants were removed.
Six hundred seven students were included in this analysis including 322 accelerated
students from Southern Shores School District and 285 non-accelerated students from
Northern Shores School District. The assumption tests were then conducted. The
Shapiro-Wilk normality and homogeneity was not met. This result was expected by the
researcher because the variable #Advanced was predicted to be asymmetrical. This is
because most school districts will have a large portion of their student-body that satisfies
graduation requirements without achieving advanced math courses beyond Algebra 2.
This would yield a #Advanced score of zero, which was the second most common
occurrence at the non-accelerated school and the third most common occurrence at the
accelerated school. On the other side of the scale, graduating with four advanced math
courses is a rarity that is only seen by the most high-achieving students, and was the most
uncommon occurrence at both schools
Since the data did not pass the assumption test for normality, the Mann – Whitney
Test was also conducted to determine if the means of the ranked scores differ between the
two groups. A comparison of the means of the distribution of the variable # Advanced
was desired for Acceleration categories of Group 0 (non-accelerated) and group 1
(accelerated) but due to the non-normality of the variable, a Mann Whitney test was
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computed. The accelerated group (N = 322) has a larger mean rank (317.57) than the
non-accelerated group (N = 285) which has a mean rank of 288.67 and thus tends to take
larger values. A statistically significant difference was found (U = 41515.500, p = 0.037).
These results, as shown in table 8 indicate that students from an accelerated school tend
to enroll in more advanced math courses prior to graduating when compared to those
students who attend a non-accelerated school. Therefore, the null hypothesis is rejected.
Table 9
Mann-Whitney Test Statistics
# Advanced
Mann-Whitney U

41515.500

Wilcoxon W

82270.500

Z

-2.123

Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)

.034

a. Grouping Variable: Acceleration

Research Question 3
Is there a relationship between school district’s acceleration model and the
diversity that exists in the school’s most advanced math course?
Hypothesis 3
Ho: There will be no difference among accelerated and non-accelerated students,
in diversity among AP Calculus sections.
H1: There will be a significant difference among accelerated and non-accelerated
students, in diversity among AP Calculus sections.
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The third research question was designed to determine if the different acceleration
models made a difference on the levels of diversity reported in advanced math courses.
A chi-square was selected to determine if ethnicity levels differed between the two
acceleration models. The rationale for choosing this analysis was that it was appropriate
for a two-group design where the researcher wishes to determine if a difference between
categorical observed and expected data is due to chance, or if it is due to an independent
relationship between the variables
A chi-square test of association was conducted. As shown in table 10, the
assumption test was violated because 40% of the cells have expected count less than five.
Therefore, the researcher used the likelihood ratio to determine if an association is
significant. X2(4) = 8.181, p = .085. Since this p-value is greater than the alpha of 0.05,
the researcher accepts the null hypothesis and the association is not significant.
Table 10
Chi-Square Tests

Pearson Chi-Square

Value
6.978a

df
4

Asymptotic Significance (2-sided)
.137

Likelihood Ratio

8.181

4

.085

N of Valid Cases

160

a. 4 cells (40.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is
.48.
Research Question 4
Is there a difference between the pre-pandemic Algebra exam scores and midpandemic Algebra exam scores and is that difference effected by school’s acceleration
status?
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Hypothesis 4
H0: There will be no difference among pre-pandemic and mid-pandemic Algebra
1 scores.
H1: There will be a significant difference among pre-pandemic and mid-pandemic
Algebra 1 scores.
The final research question was designed to determine if pre-pandemic Algebra 1
scores differed from mid-pandemic Algebra 1 scores, and if one of the acceleration
models was more or less susceptible to the challenges of the pandemic. The researcher
chose a one-way independent samples analysis of variance (ANOVA) to investigate the
impact of COVID 19 on students’ exam scores. There were four levels for this analysis
(pre-pandemic non-accelerated, mid-pandemic non-accelerated, pre-pandemic
accelerated, mid-pandemic accelerated). For this research question, Northern Rock
District (not accelerated) was utilized along with Mountain Ridge District (accelerated
for more than three years). Descriptive statistics reveal that the frequency of students
taking the pre-pandemic exam in 2019 was 985, while the mid-pandemic frequency was
only 164, which is an 83% decline in participation. The researcher will discuss the
rationale and limitations for this discrepancy in chapter 5. Prior to conducting the
analysis, the data was screened and no participants were removed. The assumption tests
were conducted and histograms showed normality. There was a significant difference
detected F(3, 1145) = 8.80, p < .001. Tukey post-hoc comparisons revealed that those in
the pre-pandemic non-accelerated group (M = 84.67, SD = 8.65) were significantly higher
than the pre-pandemic accelerated group (M = 81.11, SD = 10.45). There was no
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significant difference between those in pre-pandemic and mid-pandemic groups so the
researcher accepts the null hypothesis.
Conclusion
The information provided in chapter four utilized quantitative approaches to
determine the impact that acceleration in 8th grade Algebra has on educating students.
The researcher determined that student exam scores might decline in the first year of
acceleration when compared to a school that does not accelerate all students. The second
research question indicated that students at an accelerated school are more likely to enroll
in a greater number of advanced math courses prior to graduating. The chi-square was
utilized to examine diversity levels in school’s advanced math courses, and finally, an
ANOVA was utilized to measure the impact of the pandemic on the acceleration model.
The methods used provided a broad perspective on the four research questions while
explaining pros and cons of each model.
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CHAPTER 5
Discussion
The purpose of this study was to better understand the impact of acceleration in
math at the secondary level. This junction is critical for school leaders because the
decision may influence student’s test scores and their ability to be exposed to advanced
math courses before entering college. The decision to accelerate or not may also tinker
with the diversity in the advanced math courses. This decision may even play a role in
preparing students for careers in math related fields such as engineering, coding,
statistics, and other STEM fields. Systems thinking is essential for schools to weigh the
decision while considering data and input from students, teachers, administrators and
parents. As described in chapter three, a quantitative study was designed to answer the
research questions, while also exploring the impact that the COVID 19 pandemic played
on the district's progress toward accelerating all students. This included collecting data
from students of two school districts with different acceleration models. Data focused on
test scores from 2019 and 2021 Regents exams, course enrollment data, and ethnicity of
students.
Chapter 5 will describe the conclusions and findings of the study along with the
related research related to this topic of acceleration. Limitations of this study will also be
discussed while the researcher will list suggestions for future research, along with the
implications of this study that may be utilized by school leaders in the future.
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Implications of Findings
This study is grounded in systems theory. Systems theory is based on the idea that
organizations such as schools operate as a large machine with many different
components. Some school districts operate like fine-tuned machines that all work
together seamlessly with evidence of strong engineering accounting for numerous
challenges. Other schools may appear to have everything working together, but below the
shiny surface, the parts may not communicate with each other in the fashion that is
necessary for efficient output. One important factor in the success of a system is the
planning and effort that goes into each decision, as well as the experiences and lessons
learned from past experiences that preceded the most crucial functions of the system.
For the purpose of this study, the component of the system that the researcher
focused on most extensively was the curriculum and sequencing in the school's secondary
math departments. This system is multi-faceted. It is made up of the school leaders such
as the superintendent for curriculum, department head or director, and the teachers.
Naturally, this system also consists of the most important piece, the students! Without the
students, this system would be unnecessary. All students deserve to have a quality
education with stakeholders that buy into a prosperous vision. That vision should support
students in reaching their goals, preparing for a future to contribute to society while
learning to become problem solvers. The system also consists of the parents of those
students who push and pull on the machine daily, ensuring that it is built to outlast the
stresses of society, pressures from social media, neighboring districts, political reports,
and of course parents preconceived notions of what the system was like for them when
they were school-aged a generation before. If parents find that the system is not built for
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success, they will soon demand for replacement parts. All of these components contribute
to the overall system that constitutes the curricular decisions of the department within
each school.
One controversial topic that systems grapple with is accelerated curriculum and
tracking. As shown in the Conceptual Framework, a system’s operations are continuous.
Each time a decision is made, a cycle of planning, development, assessment takes place
and the lessons learned from this cycle become a new “knowledge” or “skill” that
becomes part of that system’s identity. When the issue of detracking is applied to the
conceptual framework, the researcher suggests that school leaders develop a strategy that
incorporates multiple phases of the initiative. If implemented incorrectly, a detracking
initiative could become a community catastrophe. To avoid this, school leaders should be
realistic while setting both long-term and short-term goals. As this change will alter the
identity of the school district, it cannot be made hastily and must be done in a way that
avoids surprises. Schools must utilize diverse committee members to research detracking
efforts done regionally and learn from their successes and their mistakes. Leaders must
anticipate contentious board meetings of when parents learn that honors programs will no
longer exist. Political composure and data driven discussions interpreted in a userfriendly fashion are critical. Leaders must consider the impact of detracking on future
students and share the goal of increasing equity for all learners. Staff must be supported
throughout the detracking initiative with adequate training that turns differentiation
theory into practice. Curriculum must be re-written with an emphasis on rigor while
supporting all learners. The researcher suggests implementing a detracking movement
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over the course of four or more years and communicating progress with the community in
a transparent and honest fashion.
This study may have been limited for its narrow scope on only three school
districts; however, it does provide a framework for school leaders to measure the
effectiveness of their decision.
Research Question 1
As indicated in the current research, accelerating students in Algebra 1 in 8th
grade may decrease a school’s average Algebra 1 Regents scores. When compared to 9th
grade students who had more time to acquire the background skills and master the
standards at a more stress-free pace, the accelerated school of mostly 8th grade students
scored on average 5 points less than their peers at a neighboring school district who opted
to refrain from taking the leap toward acceleration. Interestingly, when speaking with the
superintendent to secure permission to use data, the researcher learned that the district
was strongly considering making that change in upcoming years. It is important to take
note that this data measured student test scores on the Algebra 1 exam after the school’s
first year instituting acceleration. It is not surprising that after year one, the South Shore
School District saw their scores decline. As suggested by Burris (2008), school leaders
must be patient while monitoring progress of student performance measures gradually
over the course of short-term and long-term goals before observing an increase in
Regents scores. There have been other research studies, which have indicated a positive
change in student exam scores after acceleration but these gains will naturally take some
time. In Logue’s 2016 study, students assigned to the most advanced course passed at a
rate of 16 percentage points higher than those assigned to the remedial algebra course
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did. This shows that the practice of challenging students with high expectations can have
benefits toward student exam scores as all students work to achieve the higher standards.
Research Question 2
The second research question examined students’ access to advanced math
courses prior to graduating high school. As explained earlier, students on a traditional
track (9th Grade Algebra, 10th Grade Geometry, 11th Grade Algebra 2) will typically only
have one year to take an advanced math course such as pre-calculus. While research
question # 1 analyzed the impact of acceleration on student test scores, some would argue
that having the ability to take more than one advanced math course prior to graduation is
worth the risk of lower test scores. When districts get together to make the decision
toward acceleration, they are likely not making the decision solely on the purpose of
trying to raise algebra 1 scores. If that were the case, districts would devise a plan to wait
until students are much more developed as upperclassmen. However, the big picture is
about preparing students to be future-ready, while shifting the practice of selective
tracking into one that emphasizes equity with detracking.
In this research, students were found to be more likely to enroll in advanced math
courses while attending a school that accelerates all learners. Students from an
accelerated school took on average 1.8 advanced math courses prior to graduation
compared with students at non-accelerated school who took an average of 1.4 advanced
math courses. This difference may seem subtle but when applied to a student body, the
difference between a single advanced math and two advanced math courses is substantial
for a student about to embark on a college career. By obtaining these skills, and
potentially college math credits before students sit for their first college math class,
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students may save thousands of dollars, be less likely to drop out of college, and may
even graduate early.
Research Question 3
The third research question measured the levels of diversity that exist in school’s
advanced math courses while comparing a model that accelerates all students with a
model that does not. The researcher conducted a chi-square to determine if acceleration
status is associated with differing counts of ethnicity groups. The lack of diversity found
in both districts utilized for this study caused the impact of acceleration on diversity to
appear as minimal. The school districts chosen for this study due to convenience
sampling were not an accurate depiction of the New York State population. The
disproportionality of measuring a sample that consisted of 89% of students who identify
as the same ethnicity caused limitations on the diversity observed within subsections of
both the accelerated and non-accelerated school.
The fact that the researcher did not find a statistically significant difference
among the associations of ethnic groups in the acceleration models can be interpreted as a
positive for those cooperating schools. The goal should be for the demographics of each
math class to match the demographics of the school. The fact that a disproportion was not
observed in either model serves to reinforce that the system in place at each of the
cooperating school districts is adequate in providing equitable opportunities to all
students. While the researcher observed some differences in the expected count and the
actual number of students reported in each ethnic subgroup, the fact that they were
mostly found to match the population of the district at large means that all subgroups are
represented proportionally at school’s most advanced levels of math.
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Research Question 4
The fourth research question examined the impact of the COVID 19 pandemic on
the progress of a school that implemented acceleration. Schools across the country
reported gaps in learning due to difficulties with remote learning as well as widespread
health concerns. As schools shifted back to in-person learning, they faced difficulties of
social distancing, plastic barriers, masks, and the inability to take advantage of
cooperative learning. When the New York State of Education decided to make the
Algebra 1 exam in 2021 optional, not all schools interpreted this the same way. Some
schools communicated these optional measures while other schools treated the exam like
business as usual while highly encouraging that students take the exam. As shown in the
previous chapter, there was no significant difference found among the means of 2019 prepandemic Algebra exam scores and mid-pandemic 2021 Algebra exam scores among the
schools that provided their data to the researcher. Given that the 2021 Algebra Regents
exam was optional, schools varied greatly in the amount of students that sat for the exam.
The School Report Card from 2020-21 at nysed.com provides this data. At Southern
Shores School District, only 45 students (13%) were not tested, while 289 students (87%)
chose to take the exam. At Northern Rocks District, 159 (60%) of students were not
tested, while 106 (40%) of students chose to take the exam. The third district utilized,
Western Star District reported that a staggering 754 students (94%) did not take the exam
while only 52 students (6%) chose to sit for the exam. With a 96% proficiency score at
Western Star, it is evident that only the highest achievers chose to take the exam.
Therefore, while the results showed no significant difference among the means of prepandemic scores and mid-pandemic scores, the most alarming difference is in the sheer
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number of students that chose to take the exam. While the exemption allowed students to
move on to the next grade level course, many educators observed a decline in ability level
from pre-pandemic to mid-pandemic. While there are numerous factors that contribute to
learning gaps, one factor that needs to be considered is the fact that students received
passing grades without having to pass a high-stakes regents exam.
Relationship to Prior Research
According to Michael Fullan (2021), educators have many reasons to be
optimistic about learning in 2022. The COVID 19 pandemic helped educators finally
recognize that a change in our current system is needed, and that now is the ideal time to
pivot. Amidst the destruction and death of the pandemic is a disruption so fundamental
that it loosens and discombobulates the system in a way that creates openings for
transforming the status quo (Fullan, 2022, p. 2). Fullan urges that educators need to avoid
a loss-of-learning mindset that would take us back to traditional learning and instead shift
to progressive practices that focus primarily on supporting students’ well-being. By
reconstructing a system that prioritizes wellness, educational leaders may find that, happy
students perform better than students who obsess over their academics. This study on the
effects of acceleration is related to this concept of wellness, because the findings from
research question one and two indicated that standardized exam scores may decline as the
opportunity to reach advanced math courses elevates. The goal for educators should be on
developing students that will one day contribute to society, not to ace a collection of
standardized exams. This obsession over academics has come at the expense of student
wellness, and has caused a wedge in society that has widened the gap between the
wealthy and the middle class. According to Fullan, elite education produces adults who
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protect their position in job hierarchy while reinvesting their wealth in elaborate
education for their children. Sandel (2020) stated two-thirds of Ivy League students come
from the top 20% on the income scale. Over time, this gap has grown greater, yet
depression, anxiety, and suicide rates have increased among these students. As shown by
the demographics in the school districts utilized in this study, the disproportion between
ethnicity across town lines will be extremely difficult to equalize. Fullan admits that
discrimination will remain but that a hidden benefit may help districts combat the issue.
Through adversity, strong leaders will emerge allowing the landscape of leadership to
shift toward greater diversity, which will further help systems to transform. This multifaceted study also proves that leaders must be skilled in linking each part of the system
together, including an analysis of quantitative exam scores, transcripts and demographics
of rosters, and qualitative analysis from all stakeholders. The system will not change with
the presence of one strong leader. The essence of change must be infiltrated throughout
each level of the system, which takes great levels of dedication, preparation, and passion
for the purpose.
The work of Dougherty (2014) showed that scores could certainly decline because
of acceleration. This study showed that impact for a school district in its early phase of
acceleration. When Burris (2008) presented her findings, which indicated an increase in
scores, she did so after a five-year de-tracking acceleration phase. As Burris (2008)
points out, district leaders must be reasonable with their expectations and timelines. This
study can be expanded upon in the form of a latitudinal study in two to five year
increments. While exam scores are important, there are other elements to this study that
outweigh student scores such as the number of advanced math courses that students may
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enroll in prior to graduating. As Spielhagen (2006) suggests, students in the United States
are vastly behind their global counterparts due to the nature of the U.S. 8th grade
curriculum mirroring the 7th grade curriculum in competing countries. Closing that gap
can be achieved by accelerating all students and giving them opportunities to explore
other fields of mathematics. This study showed that the practice of accelerating all
students does correlate with enrollment in a higher frequency of advanced math courses
compared to a non-accelerated model. Burris (2008) refers to this as “levelling up”, and
the most advantageous component of accelerating all students is detracking and its effect
on equity. By removing honors tracks, and remedial tracks, a narrow pathway for all
students allows peer to peer heterogeneous learning at its best. Diverse students learn best
from each other by observing the different problem solving pathways that lead to a
solution. Skeptics will argue that heterogeneous learning is detrimental to high achievers
because it may inhibit their learning. However, high achievers placed only with other
high achievers may be limited with narrow approaches while missing opportunities to
teach the content to peers. Heterogeneous grouping allows struggling learners to see that
even their peers whom they perceive as smart will experience struggle, and that
embracing that productive struggle (and not giving up) leads to growth. In addition,
students who are educated in homogeneous groups sorted by ability are more likely to
experience a fixed mindset, while students that experienced heterogeneous grouping
reported more intellectual freedom and are more inclined to have a growth mindset
(Aguirre, 2022). While this study focused on the advantages and disadvantages of
acceleration, the acceleration for all movement opens the doorway toward a narrow
pathway that eliminates tracking and provides a more equitable experience for all
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students. We have yet to see widespread detracking efforts in math beyond very few
schools regionally but this study justifies that the timing to embrace change is now.
The findings from this study showed that a school district in its first five years of
acceleration could experience an increase in the number of advanced math courses that
students take prior to graduation. Acceleration in Algebra 1 in 8th grade is not the only
way to achieve detracking with an emphasis on equity. Julie Aguirre (2022) challenged
leaders to consider why educators are not having similar debates about geometry for all
or statistics for all. While algebra has traditionally been viewed as the gatekeeper,
Kolhoff’s 2020 investigation indicated that districts have a lot of work to do to determine
where the optimal decision point truly lies. Aguirre argues that students should make the
gateway decision when they are much closer to making their college or career decision.
The ramifications of students being placed into a low track in an early grade can be
detrimental to their social emotional well-being and may force students to give up The
NCTM’s current stance advocates algebra for all, but only when ready. While
acceleration has its benefits toward more advanced math courses, it may come at the
expense of depth of learning, which could explain the decline in scores seen from the
findings of the first research question of the current study.
Limitations of the Study
The findings of this study summarize the effects of acceleration on students’
Algebra 1 exam scores, the number of advanced math courses students enroll in prior to
graduating high school, diversity differences among acceleration models and the impact
of COVID on the progress of a school to accelerate all students. The results of this study
were limited due to several reasons. Convenience sampling was used but it only provided
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student data from three cooperating school districts who volunteered to participate. The
researcher did contact superintendents from five other school districts but those school
leaders declined to be involved in this study for a variety of reasons. There are only a few
districts across Long Island that accelerate all students, and they have only been doing so
for five or fewer years. According to a survey conducted by math chairpersons in Long
Island, six districts out of 32 who responded reported that their district accelerates all
students. The remaining 26 school districts use selectively place students into an
accelerated honors track based on a variety of factors. The researcher measured the
impact of acceleration but since acceleration in Algebra 1 is a relatively new initiative for
most districts, the available data is limited. The true impact of acceleration may not be
felt until school districts have achieved buy-in from all stakeholders and the initiative has
settled in. Until then, districts face challenges as they would with any new initiative that
alters the status quo. Another limitation to this study was the COVID 19 pandemic. One
participating school district, Southern Shores first began accelerating all students in the
2019-20 school year. However, all Regents exams were canceled that year as schools
were forced to operate remotely. In the year that followed, schools were inconsistent in
the way that they operated with some choosing a hybrid model while others remained
remote, or fully open. In June of 2021, the New York State Education Department
announced that the Algebra 1 exam would be administered however, it was considered
optional for students. All students who were passing their course received an exemption
for the exam credit. Therefore, the results of this study which did include the June 2021
Algebra 1 exam must be considered as potentially tainted data since the level of
preparation that students underwent was abnormal compared to most school years. The
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pre-pandemic frequency compared with the post-pandemic frequency of students who
took the exam at Northern Rock School District shows a drastic decline. This can
explained because the exam was considered optional and while a no-harm policy was
indicated, a large number of students chose not to sit for the exam.
In addition, 73% of the student participants were identified as white so the results
of this study would be difficult to generalize to a broader more diverse population. The
three school districts that did cooperate are geographically close to one another and in
suburban communities with graduation rates above 95% (compared to 90% statewide);
therefore, these results may not apply to other geographic areas.
Recommendations for Future Practices
The findings from this study demonstrate that there are gaps in the research of
acceleration, and it highlights the need for future investigations into this debatable topic.
Acceleration was found to have adverse effects on students’ exam scores but the benefit
of being exposed to more advanced coursework before graduation may outweigh a score
that is reported on transcripts of 8th grade students. It should also be noted that students
in New York have the opportunity to retake a Regents exam for the chance at scoring
higher so the risk of taking the exam earlier is marginalized for such students. The
impact of acceleration on the diversity in school’s advanced math courses, as well as in
school’s remedial math courses is certainly an area where a future investigator could
expand on.
If districts decide to accelerate all students, there are numerous suggestions to
increase the probability of rolling out the initiative successfully.
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1. Form a committee of teachers, administrators, parents, and students to review
current and past local data along with comparable data from other districts and
statewide data.
2. Survey the community to monitor the interest in choosing an accelerated pathway
for all students.
3. Set goals for short-term and long-term. For instance, a short-term goal should
focus on enrolling more students in more advanced math courses rather than
focusing on increased test scores.
4. Set a reasonable timetable to educate all stakeholders of the expectations prior to
year 1 of the initiative. According to Burris (2008), when Rockville Centre
instituted a detracking initiative, they planned it with incremental steps taken
gradually. In 1993, their long-term goal was to raise the Regents diploma rate
from 58% to 75% by the year 2000. They began by detracking the youngest
grade where tracking was present (6th grade) and gradually the practice of
detracking worked its way up to the upperclassman.
5. Educate the community in the form of mailings and parent academy conventions
to misspell myths about the purpose of the accelerated initiative. Expect
community pushback. It will take a cohesive team effort from central
administration and political acumen to confront negativity while gaining
momentum with public relations and data toward the desired effort.
6. Re-write the curriculum for grade 5, 6, 7 so that the effects of accelerated
curriculum are felt gradually over the course of three years as opposed to one.
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7. Choose a primary math program that will work in alignment with the scope and
sequence and curriculum written at a local level.
8. Choose robust online programs that will supplement the acquisition of 21st
century problem solving skills while building fluency and self-esteem in students.
9. Train the staff so they are well versed in strategies necessary to teach standards at
an accelerated pace while differentiating instruction. Training should specify that
teachers must continue to teach to depth while engaging students in the beauty of
math.
10. Anticipate roadblocks that will cause students and staff to struggle. Have a plan to
support both students and staff through these challenges.
11. Create contingency plans for students of special needs.
12. Continue to meet with the committee to monitor progress periodically. Review
data as it becomes available and chart growth (or decay). Although the initiative
may eventually become a new normal, it still deserves attention to find areas for
continual improvement.
Recommendations for Future Research
The results of this study indicate that additional research on the topic of
acceleration could be advantageous to school districts that are considering acceleration
for all. These findings could also be beneficial for districts currently accelerating all
students but considering shifting away from this practice. The following
recommendations are identified by the researcher to aid in a future research design that
could expand on the current findings.
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1. Conduct a large-scale study that compares accelerated schools to non-accelerated
schools and their students’ scores on the Algebra 1 exam across New York.
2. Conduct a large-scale study that measures the number of advanced math courses
that students take while comparing accelerated schools to non-accelerated schools
across New York.
3. Conduct a study that analyzes final course grades of college freshman while
comparing students that came from high schools that accelerated all students with
students from high schools that did not accelerate all.
4. Conduct a study that analyzes college retention and dropout rates while
comparing students that came from high schools that accelerated all students with
students from high schools that did not accelerate all.
5. Conduct a study that analyzes college graduates entering the field of STEM while
comparing students that came from high schools that accelerated all students with
students from high schools that did not accelerate all.
6. Gather qualitative data that includes student and teacher perspectives, and their
satisfaction with the pathway of high school math courses while comparing
students that came from high schools that accelerated all students with students
from high schools that did not accelerate all.
7. Replicate the study in an urban or rural community, or in an area where
graduation rates are not as high as those in the districts utilized for the current
study.
8. Conduct a study that compares the same variables used for the current study while
comparing a district that accelerates all students in 8th grade with a different
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school that chooses an acceleration point in 10th grade by compacting Algebra 2
and Pre-Calculus.
Conclusions
Like reading and writing, mathematics remains as one of the most important
subjects that students must learn in order to be successful in life. Every job utilizes math
in a variety of ways. Citizens use math in their everyday lives often without even
realizing it. As an educator earlier in my career, I enjoyed starting the school year by
asking students about their beliefs of mathematics. Specifically, I asked them: Would
math exist in the absence of humans? Their responses showed deep reflection and a true
understanding of the complexity and importance of the subject. The overwhelming
answer was yes and this embarked students on an adventure in which they viewed math
as more than just a subject in school, but rather as a journey. Math was pure and beautiful
and students discovered the joy of math through discussion, play, productive struggle and
problem solving. These learning targets must also be merged with students’ well-being so
they feel a sense of belonging, connectedness, and contribution to the world (Fullan,
2021). I am deeply concerned when I read Greene’s report from 2000 that teachers and
students in the United States are more concerned about getting the right answer as
opposed to their counterparts in other countries that prioritize understanding the concepts.
Twenty years later, I can attest that we have barely moved the needle toward
improvement in this category. Either students (or their parents) are obsessed with their
grades, or learned helplessness has allowed struggling students to give up. Perhaps we
have overemphasize student grades and not enough emphasis is placed on the learning
process. If students improve and achieve mastery, then the goal has been met, and a new
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goal must be formed. What is the benefit of averaging scores from post-mastery with
failing grades of pre-mastery? The most important aspect of assessment is the
demonstration of growth.
This study took a deep dive into the topic of acceleration because it is tied closely
with student growth. The results showed that acceleration has pros and cons. The effect
of acceleration on exam scores is a concern for many school district leaders but these
scores should not be examined as the integral component of the debate. Exposure to more
advanced math courses prior to graduation was observed to be associated with the
acceleration model, which many leaders will view as a major advantage. However, the
heart of this discussion must lie with equity. Every student must be given access to the
instructional practices that will help each child to be successful. Antiquated beliefs about
homogeneous learning for struggling students is not the way to provide equity. Students
must learn from each other. High achievers must be given an opportunity teach in small
groups to help close gaps. Lower achieving students must be given opportunities to
witness innovative strategies while observing their peers encounter occasional struggle.
Most importantly, all student must embrace the reality that we will not always get the
right answer. Nevertheless, with collaboration and trial and error, we will make progress.
If acceleration provides an avenue for schools to level the playing field, then schools
would be wise to start the process and create committee to reflect on their practices. The
system is built over many years to construct an identity but the system must be put to the
test. Perhaps it is time that the system takes on a new identity.
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Epilogue
This doctoral research journey, which culminates in this dissertation and defense,
started as a little spark of curiosity. I am so grateful for Colleen Grover who encouraged
me after I graduated with an advanced Master’s Degree in Educational Leadership to
“stay in school a little longer”. My growth as a practitioner has truly taken form during
these past few years as a St. John’s University doctoral student and it has helped me to
look at problems through a different lens. I am now equipped with the tools to conduct
qualitative and quantitative analysis and speak about it passionately. My final thoughts,
now that I know what I know, are about our language as educators. It amazes me how
often we still hear professionals using deficit language, instead of focusing on students’
strengths while citing areas for improvement and growth. If this study moves the needle
at all, I hope that it is in the direction of permanently removing phrases such as “they
can’t do it”. I will never forget sitting in my first doctoral class thinking, “I can’t ever
write a paper like that”. Fortunately, I had a supportive teacher and incredible network of
new peers that proved to me that I could…AND I DID.
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